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FOREWORD
This document is the final report for work performed by
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, a division ot The
Garrett Corporation, under Contract NAS3-20819. This program,
under the Joint sponsorship and direction of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) Lewis Research Center and
the AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona, accomplished
Phase III of the Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small
Jet Aircraft Engines (EPA Class TI).
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance and guidance
rendered for this and previous program phases by Mr. James S. Fear
of the NASA Lewis Research Center, who was the NASA Project
Manager for the program.
NOTE: Effective January i, 1981 the company name of
AiResearch was changed to the Garrett Turbine Engine
Company.
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SUMMARY
The objectives of the Pollution Reduction Technology Program
for Small Jet Aircraft Engines are to identify technological
approaches that will significantly reduce exhaust emissions of
current small gas turbine aircraft engines, and to demonstrate
this technology through combustor-rig and full-scale engine
testing. The emission goals for this p_ogram are the 1979 emis-
sions standards specified on July 17, 1973 for Class T1 aircraft
propulsion engines (turbojet and turbofan engines of less than
35.6 kN thrust) by the Environmental Protection Agency (Ref. l).
These standards are formulated over an operating cycle that
includes taxi-idle, approach, climbout, and takeoff power
settings. Unburned hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) levels are measured at each of these four
settings, and a time-in-mode factor is applied for each power
level. These terms are then added together for each pollutant to
arrive at a term referred to as the EPA parameter (EPAP). The
maximum EPAP's allowable under the 1979 EPA standards, as estab-
lished on July 17, 1973 for Class Tl engines, are shown below:
Pollutant
Unburned hydrocarbons
EPAP
(ib/1000 lb thrustrhr/cycle)
1.6
Carbon monoxide 9.4
Oxides of nitrogen 3.7
The program has been conducted in three phases. Phase I was
a 19-month program in which three distinct combustion system con-
cepts, and their subsequent modifications, were tested in a full-
annular combustion rig. The designs were applicable to the
AiResearch Model TFE731-2 Turbofan Engine, and the rig duplicated
the engine aerodynamics except for compressor exit swirl. Six
builds of each of the three concepts were evaluated in screening
tests to identify those configurations with the greatest potential
for reducing carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of
nitrogen, and smoke to levels that would meet the program goals.
In Phase If, a 24-month program, the two best concepts iden-
tified from Phase I underwent continued refinement in the combus-
tion test rig. The purpose of this testing was to ensure attain-
ment of combustion system performance consistent with overall pro-
gram goals and engine mechanical and functional compatibility. In
addition to the rig testing, two brief engine tests were conducted
to correlate engine and rig emission results.
- n i I , i i I i III III II I I
Phase III was a 29-month effort in which the variable-
geometry (Concept 2) combustion system underwent full-scale
engine tests. These tests were quite extensive and involved emis-
sion sampling and performance measurements at power settings from
sub-taxl-idle to takeoff. In addition to this steady-state test-
ing, acceleration and deceleration tests were performed to
determine engine transient characteristics with the new combustion
system. These tests were also duplicated using an Experimental
Referee Broad Specification (ERBS) fuel as an addendum to the
original program. Prior to the engine test, the Concept 2 engine
hardware underwent a limited amount of rig testing to ensure
engine compatibility. Rig tests were also performed on the staged
injection (Concept 3) configuration to further develop this
approach for emissions reduction. This report covers the results
of this Phase III testing.
Significant emissons reductions were achieved with the Con-
cept 2 variable geometry system in the TFE731-2 engine as shown in
Table I. However, the simultaneous reductions for all pollutants
could not be achieved in the same hardware configuration. Primary
emphasis was placed upon meeting the HC and CO goals while mini-
mizing NOx. The table shows the configuration that met the HC and
CO goals resulted in NOx levels considerably above the goal.
However, earlier tests had NO x levels only slightly above the
goal, but CO was also above the goal, while HC was below the goal.
It is likely that a more optimum N0x-CO compromise could be
achieved if modifications beyond the scope of the program could be
made to control the primary zone cooling and/or dilution airflows
by using a more complex variable geometry system.
This additional airflow control would increase the difference
between the combustor primary zone equivalence ratios at taxi-idle
and takeof power, and reduce quenching of the reaction at taxi-
idle due to increases in cooling air flow when the swirler valves
are closed.
Concept 2 had acceptable pattern factor levels (<0.20), met
the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) acceleration/deceleratlon
requirement, met the smoke goal, and operated satisfactorily in
the engine.
The Concept 3 staged combustion system rig testing results
met all the program emission goals, as shown below. It is
expected that further reductions could be achieved through addi-
tional optimization of the combustion staging.
, , , ii
TABL_ I. COMBUSTOR CONCEPT AND POLLUTANT LEVELS.
Configuration
Concept 2 Engine
Test (Best CO)
Concept 2 Engine
Tes_ (Best NOx)
Concept 3 Rig Test*
Program Goals
EPAP I SAELb/1000 Lb Thrust Hrs/Cycle Smoke
HC CO NO x No.
0.20
0.50
0.50
1,60
11.30
8.40
9.40
5.06
3,90
3.50
3.70
22.5
30.0
9.5
40.0
*Reduced pressure at takeoff condition. Pressures tem-
perature, and humidity corrections applied (as applic-
able) to HC, CO, and NOx • No corrections applied to
smoke number.
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INTRODUCTION
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines was initiated by NASA in December 1974. The overall
program objective was to evolve and demonstrate the advanced com-
bustor technology required for the development of EPA Class T1
engines (less than 35.6 kN thrust) to meet aircraft emissions
standards. Accordingly, the primary goals of the program involve
significant reductions in emissions of carbon monoxide, total
unburned hydrocarbons, and total oxides of nitrogen. Reductions
in exhaust smoke were also sought; while other combustion perform-
ance parameters such as pressure loss, exit temperature, pattern
factor, and ignition and rellght capability were to be maintained
at acceptable levels.
The underlying motivation for this program emanated from
public concern for the mounting dangers of _ir pollution as
expressed by Congress in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. In
compliance with this legislation, the EPA published standards for
control of air pollution from aircraft engines on July 17, 1973
(Ref. i) that would have required significant reductions in
exhaust emissions from Class T1 engines by January i, 1979. Con-
certed efforts on the part of the general aviation industry and
various government agencies showed the standards to be unachiev-
able by means of design modifications to existing engine compo-
nents (Ref. 2). Instead, the attainment of emission levels as
required by the EPA Standards were considered to depend on the
successful development of advanced combustor design concepts, such
as those resulting from the NASA Pollution Reduction Technology
Program and the Experimental Clean Combustor Program.
In March of 1978, the EPA proposed revisions to its emissions
standards that would remove emissions regulations for turbojet and
turbofan engines of less than 27.0 kN thrust. While the
AiResearch Model TFE731-2 engine falls within this exempt cate-
gory, the need for technology gained from this Pollution Reduction
Technology Program using the Model TFE731-2 engine as a test
vehicle will be applicable and valuable to larger engines that are
still regulated. This technology will particularly address the
needs of engines in the 27.0 to 35.6 kN thrust class, which are
within the T1 engine classification and still subject to emissions
regulations.
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines has been conducted in three phases: Phase I -
Combustor Concept Screening, Phase II - Combustor Compatibility
Testing, and Phase III- Combustor Engine Testing. The program is
based on the use of the Model TFE731-2 combustion system, which is
an annular reverse-flow type common to several current production
engines in the T1 category.
The results of Phase III combustor engine testing are
described in this report. In this phase, the Concept 2 variable-
geometry alrblast fuel injection concept, which was selected from
testing in previous phases, was installed in the Model TFE731-2
demonstrator engine and subjected to a series of tests. These
tests established the steady-state performance and emissions char-
acteristics of the engine with the selected combustion concept at
the landing-takeoff cycle points and transient engine operation.
In addition, the secondary selected combustion concept from pre-
vious phases (the Concept 3 staged configuration) was subjected to
further rig-test evaluation in Phase III. This concept, which
will require extensive rig development before being ready for
engine testing, was continued into Phase III because of its demon-
strated potential in obtaining dramatic reductions in all pollu-
tants.
The total Class T1 Pollution Reduction Technology Program is
described in Chapter I. The equipment and procedures used in the
Phase Ill program are described in Chapter II. Combustor test
results and pertinent discussion are presented in Chapter III.
Appendixes to the repcrt list combustor hole patterns and experi-
mental test results.
iCHAPTER I
POLLUTION REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM FOR SMALL JET
AIRCRAFT ENGINES - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A. - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines (EPA Class T1 turbojet and turbofan engines of less
than 35.6 kN thrust) is a multiyear effort initiated by the NASA-
Lewis Research Center in 1974, and completed in 1980. The overall
program objectives were to:
o Identify technology capable of attaining the program
emissions-reduction goals consistent with performance
constraints.
Screen and develop configurations employing the tech-
nological advancements through full-scale rig testing.
o Demonstrate the most promising approaches in full-scale
engine testing.
The AiResearch Model TFE731-2 Turbofan Engine combustion sys-
tem was selected for the development effort. It is expected that
the emissions-control technology derived from this program will be
applicable to other engines within the T1 Class, and possibly to
other classes as well. It is also anticipated that the results of
this program may suggest additional designs or techniques that
will merit further evaluation for other specific engine applica-
tions or research programs.
B. - PROGRAM GOALS
The program goals for emissions levels were the Environmental
Protection Agency 1979 standards for T1 Class engines. The
required reductions of unburned hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide
(CO), and the oxides of nitrogen (NOv), were of sufficient magni-
tude to necessitate advancements i_ the state-of-the-art. The
smoke and performance goals for the program were approximately the
same levels as those attained on current Model TFE731-2 engines.
The emissions goals were to be achieved without compromise to com-
bustor performance parameters, durability, or existing envelope
constraints.
1. Emissions Goals. - The emissions goals for this program
were the EPA Class T1 requirements specified on July 17, 1973 for
new aircraft gas turbine engines manufactured after January l,
1979 (Ref. i). The goals for the individual emissions constituents
and average levels measured on production engines are listed in
Table II, and are based on the simulated landing-takeoff (LTO)
cycle shown in Table III.
Emissions indexes (EI), expressed as grams of pollutant per
kilogram of fuel burned, that approximately correspond to the EPA
gaseous emissions standards for Class T1 engines at specific oper-
ating conditions are:
Operating Emissions indexes,
Pollutant Condition _k________
HC Taxi-idle 6
CO Taxi-idle 30
NO x Takeoff i0
These EI values are referred to as "goals" throughout the
remainder of the report, since meeting these levels would very
likely assure that the EPA parameter (EPAP) requirements, which
are the actual program goals, would be met.
2. Combustor Performance, Life, and Envelope Goals - The
following combustor performance, life, and envelope goals have
been established to ensure that the final selected combustion sys-
tem is compatible with the engine cycle and configuration:
Combustion efficiency:
Combustor exit6_temperature
pattern factor_:
Combustor life:
99 percent at all engine
operating conditions
0.19 at takeoff condi-
tions
Commensurate with the
current Model TFE731-2
Engine relight
capability:
Combustor size and shape:
Commensurate with the
current TFE731-2 relight
envelope
Compatible with Model
TFE31-2 installation
Fuel: ASTM D1655-75 Type Jet A
(or equivalent)
"A
@ Pattern factor (PF) =
Max. Combustor Exit Temp. - Avera__e C¢,mbustor Exit Temp.
Combustor Temperature Rise
TABLE If. EMISSIONS COMPARISON - PROGRAM GOALS VS
TFE731-2 ENGINE CHAR_.CTERISTICS
Pollutant
Total unburned
hydrocarbons
(Hc)
Carbon
monoxide (CO)
Oxides of
nitrogen
(NO x)
Smoke No.
Program Goals
Gaseous EmissionS,
ib/1000 ib Thrust-
hr/LTO cycle a
1.6
%.4
3.7
40
TFE731-2 Znglne
Cha=acterls_lus
Gaseous Emissions,
ib/1000 ib Thru_t-
hr/LTO cycle a,D
6.6
17.5
S.O
Percent Reduation
Needed to Meet
Goals
?6
46
26
036
LTO _landlng-takeoff) cycle as defined in Table I%.
b Average of six engines measured prior to start of program.
TABLE III. - EPA SPECIFIED LANDING-TAKEOFF
CYCLE FOR CLASS T1 ENGINES
Duzation O_ mode Engine power setting,
Mode (Minutes) (percent of rated power)
TaXl-ldle (out)
Takeofg
Climbout
_:_proach
Tsxl-ldla (;in)
19.0
0.5 --
2.5
4.5
7.0
5.7 a
100
90
30
5.7 a
a Recommended l_wer setting of 0.89 kN thrust for taxi-ldlQ operation of the AiResearch
TFET_I-2 tuzbofan in a_co=_Imce With applicable Fede=al Avla_lan A_mlnlstz&_ion
Regulations.
C. - PROGRAM PLAN
The Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Air-
craft Engines was a three-phase effort, with each phase independ-
ently funded:
o Phase I - Combustor screening tests of low-emission con-
cepts
o Phase II - Combustor refinement and optimization tests
o Phase III- Engine testing with selected combustor con-
cept(s).
i. Phase I PrQ@ra m. - Phase I involved the design, rig
testing, and data analysfs of a number of candidate approaches for
reducing HC, CO, NOy, and smoke emissions. The objective of this
phase was to iden_lfy and develop emission control technology
concepts. A detailed description of the Phase I Program and the
results are presented in Ref. 3.
2. Phase II Program. - During Phase II, the two most prom-
ising combustor configurations identified in Phase I underwent
more extensive testing. A component test rig was used to develop
systems that optimized emissions reductions consistent with
acceptable combustion-system performance required in an engine
application. Therefore, Phase II testing entailed development in
the areas of off-design-point operation, lean-stability and alti-
tude-relight capability, and exit-temperature profile and pattern
factor. In addition to the rig tests, a provision was made in
Phase II to conduct limited engine tests using test-rlg adaptive
hardware, with the intention of obtaining a correlation between
the emission levels measured on the engine and rig. These tests
were confined to brief correlation checks, and no refinement or
development work (scheduled for Phase III) was conducted in
Phase If. A description of the Phase II program activity and
results are presented in Ref. 4.
3. Phase III Program. - The most promising combustion
system, developed and refined through Phases I and II, was assem-
bled on a Model TFE731-2 engine and underwent a series of tests to
demonstrate the actual performance and emissions characteristics
in an engine environment. An alternate combustion system design
was rig tested for further development. A •description of the
Phase III program activity and results are presented in Chap-
ters IT and III of this report.
9
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D. - PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The program schedule is shown in Figure 1. Phase I was a
19-month technical effort. Phase II was completed in 24 months.
Phase III was a 29-month effort, and was completed in May 1980.
PHASE 1974 1071 1176 11177 1070 11178 190
PHASE I - COMBUSTOR
SCREENINGTESTS
PHASE tl - COMBUSTOR
REFINEMENT AND
OPTIMIZATION TESTS
.l_Jniilll
....... Illlllll
PHASE Ill - ENGINE
DEMONSTRATION
TESTS
.llllllllll
Figure I. Program Schedule.
I0
RB_ ....
CHAPTER II
PHASE III PROGRAM - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES
A. - INTRODUCTION
This chapter contains a description of the AiResearch
Model TFE731-2 engine and its combustion system. The Model
TFE731-2 was selected as being representative of current-
technology turbofan engines of EPA Class T1, and to serve as the
baseline for comparison for the program results. In addition, the
test facilities and equipment, emissions sampling and analysis
instrumentation, test procedures, and data-analysls procedures
and methods are described.
B. - BASELINE TEST ITEMS DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE
i. Model TFE731 Turbofan Engine - General Description. -
The Model TFE731-2 engine is a 15.6 kN thrust engine, which is the
lower-power version of the two Model TFE731 engine models cur-
rently in production (the other version, designated Model
TFE731-3, is rated at 16.5 kN thrust). Both engines are of a two-
spool, geared-front-fan design, with a bypass ratio of 2.67. The
fan is coupled through a planetary gearbox to the low-pressure
(LP) spool, which consists of a four-stage axial compressor and a
three-stage axial turbine. The high-pressure (HP) spool consists
of a single-stage centrifugal compressor and a single-stage axial
turbine. A photograph of the engine is shown in Figure 2. Over-
all engine dimensions and weight are included in Figure 3, and
details regarding combustor design are shown in Figure 4.
Performance characteristics for the Model TFE731-2 engine
are listed in Table IV. A plot of the Model TFE731-2 operating and
starting envelope is presented in Figure 5.
TABLE IV. KEY ENGINE PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS.
Thrust, kN:
Sea-level takeoff (maximum thrust)
Maximum cruise (12,192 m, M=0.8)
Thrust specific fuel consumption, kg/N-hr:
Sea-level takeoff (maximum thrust)
Maximum cruise (12,192 m, M=0.8)
Noise level, EPNdb:
Sea-level takeoff
0.048
0.082
82.6
ll
O_I_ L pAGE IS
OF pOOR QUALITY
Figure 2. Left-Front View of AiResearch
Model TFE731 Turbofan Engine.
_2
RP- 4._7_8
ENGINE WEiGH'T: 32.9 kg
- 86:9 cm _ - -- " -
!
Figure 3. Engine Envelope Dimensions.
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2. Model TFE731-2 Combustion System Description. - The
Model TFE731-2 combustor is of a reverse-flow annular design. The
combustor liner consists of an inner and an outer panel connected
by a dome. Cooling bands (two on the outer and three on the inner)
are brazed to these panels. Fuel is injected into the oombustor
through 12 dual-orifice fuel nozzles inserted radially through the
liner outer panel near the dome. The fuel spray cone is angled
35 degrees toward the dome, and injects nearly tangentially around
the combustor annulus in the direction of the inlet air swir). A
single fuel-flow-divider valve In used to regulate fuel flow
between the primary and secondary flow circuits. Ignition and
initial engine acceleration are performed on primary fuel only;
the secondary fuel flow starts slightly before the taxi-idle power
setting is reached. The ignition system consists of two air-gap
igniters connected to a capacitance-discharge ignition unit. The
igniters are located in the bottom quadrant of the combustor, and
align axially with the fuel nozzles. The key combustor-operating
parameters at the taxi-idle and takeoff power settings are listed
in Table V.
3. Baseline Pollution Levels. - At the onset of Phase I of
the program, rig testing was performed on current production com-
bustion system hardware to establish baseline emissions values.
These data, together with the program goals, are shown in Table VI
for the taxi-idle and simulated takeoff points. The takeoff goals
were calculated from Phase II rig-to-engine correlations (and
compensated for the differences in rig and engine combustor pres-
sure).
C. - TEST RIG AND FACILITIES
1. Pressure Ri 9 and Instrumentation. - The pressure rig was
originally designed for use in the development of the combustior_
system for the production Model TFE731 engine. Only minor modifi-
cations and the refurbishment of hot-end components were required
for use during this program. A cross-section layout of the rig is
shown in Figure 6. The compressor diffuser, deswirl vanes, and
inner and outer transition liners were all reworked engine com-
ponents, and ensured that the combustion system aerodynamics simu-
lated engine conditions as nearly as possible. A traversing
instrumentation drum was located at the axial plane of the turbine
stator inlet, and contained the combustor-exit instrumentation.
The inlet instrumentation was mounted on the combustor plenum in
the vicinity of the compressor deswirl vanes. A listing of the
instrumentation is given in Tables VII and VIII for each of the
combustor concepts tested in Phase III.
2. Combustor Inlet Instrumentation. - Figure 7 shows the
circumferential location of the combustor inlet instrumentation
for Concept 2. There were four total-pressure rakes located at
90-degree intervals around the plenum. Probe angles were adjust-
able with respect to the axial position, and the probes were set
TABLE V.
Parameter
KEY OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THE TFE731-2 COMBUSTOR
Combustor airflow, kg/s
Compressor discharge total pressure,
kPa
Combustor pressure loss, percent
Compressor discharge temperature, K
Combustor discharge temperature, K
Combustor discharge pattern factor
Con_ustor fuel flow, kg/hr
Taxi-ldle
2.31
202.1
3.0
369.9
754.4
0.35
87.3
Takeoff
13.59
1425.0
4.5
684.6
1257.6
0.19
754.3
TABLE VI. TEST RIG BASELINE EMISSION VALUES
Taxi-idle Takeoff
emissions emissions
1979 production*
Goals (compensated
for rig conditions)
Required reduction,
percent
HC, CO_
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
20.6
6.0
70.9 49
NO x,
g/kg fuel
ll.5
7.0
39.4
Smoke
16
12
25
*As measured at test rig conditions, (414 kPa, maximum, at
takeoff, as compared with engine takeoff pressure of 1425 kPa).
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TABLE VII. -
Parameter
COMBUSTOR PRESSURE
LIST CONCEPT 2.
Aneul_
Position,
Symbol _eg_ess
Combustor Inlet Static Pressure PS31 345
Combuetor Inlet Static Pressuxe PS32 75
Combuetor Inlet Static PrQssurs PS33 165
Ccmbustor Inlet Static Pressure PS34 255
Combustor Inlet Total Prsssurs PT311 345
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT312 345
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT313 345
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT314 345
Combustor Inlet Total P_ossuro PT321 75
Combuator lnlet Total Pressur, PT322 75
Co,buster Inlet Total Pressure PT323 75
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT324 75
Combuetor Inlet Total Pressure PT331 155
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT332 155
Combustot Inlet Total Pressure PT333 165
Combuetor Inlet Total Pressure PT334 165
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT341 255
Combustor Inlet Total Pressure PT342 255
Combuetor Inlet Total Pressure PT343 255
Combuetor Inlet T_tal Pressure PT344 255
Ccmbustor ;nlet Total Temperature TT31 . 30
uombustor Inlet Total Temperature TT32 120
Co,buster Inlet Total Temperature TT33 210
Cembustor Inlet Total Temperature TT34 390
Combustor Discharge Static Pressure PS41 Rotttlng
Rake
Co,%buster Discharge Total Pressure PT41
Co,ester Discharge Total Pressure PT42
Ccmbustur Discharge Total Pressure PT43
Combustor Discharge Total Pressure PT44
Combusto_ Discharge Total Pressure PT45
Co,&buster Discharge Total Pressure PT46
Co,buster DiSCharge Total Temp, TT41
Co,buster olscharge Total Temp. TT42
Combustor Discharge Total Temp. TT43
Combustor Discharge Total Temp. TT44
Combuetor Discharge Total Tamp, TT45
Combuetor Discharge Total Temp. TT46
Sample _as Temperature TSO I
Sample Gas Temperature TSG 2
RIG INSTRUMENTATION
Z_%_eralonl
_m
0
0
0
0.413
0.730
1.048
1.365
0.413
0.730
1.048
1,365
0.413
0.730
1.048
1.365
0,413
0.730
1.048
1.365
0.889
0.889
0.889
0.889
0
0.343
0.775
1.283
1.816
2.324
2.857
0,349
0.758
i.=89
1.810
2.330
2.850
Sensor
Type
(Dimensions in cm)
0,140 Dis, Tap
0,140 Dis. Tap
0.140 Dis. Tap
0.140 Dla. Tap
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dia. Pltot Tuboa
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubs8
0.317 Dis. Pits% T%tbOS
0.317 Dis. Pltot Tubes
0.317 Dla. Pltot T%Lbee
0.317 Dis. Plier T_bee
0.317 Dis. Pito_ Tu%o8
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dis. ?Itot Tubes
0.317 Dis. Plier Tubes
0,317 Dis. Pltot Tubee
0.317 Dis. Plier Tubes
0.317 Dla. Pltot Tubes
0.317 Di_. Pitot Tubes
CA Thermocouples bead-
type half-shlelded
(all TT3 locations)
0.175 Ola. Tap
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dis. Pitot 'l%_be8
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dia. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
0.317 Dis. Pitot Tubes
Pz/Pt and ]0_ ah
Thermocouples shlelded
(eli TT4 locations)
CA Thermocouples
shielded
CA _3"_ermocouples
shielded
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TABLE VIII. COMBUSTOR PRESSURE RIG INSTRUMENTATION LIST,
CONCEPT 3.
Combuster
Combustor
Con_ustor
Combustor
Combustor
combustor
Contester
Coll_ustor
combustor
Con_ustor
Contester
Combustor
Con_uutor
combuetor
Combustor
Combustor
Con_uetor
combustor
combustor
Angular
Position
Parameter Degrees
Inlet Static Pressure PS31 60
Inlet Static Pressure PS32 150
Znlet Static Pressure PS33 240
Inlet Static Pressuro PS34 330
Inlut Total Pressure PT31 356
Inlut Total Pressure PT32 86
Inlet Total Pressure PT33 176
Inlet Total Pressure PT34 260
inlet Total Temperature TT31 42
Inlet Total TemperaturQ TT32 132
Inlet Total Temperature TT33 222
ll%let Total Temperature TT34 312
Discharge Static Pressure PS41 Rotating
Rake
Discharge Total Pressure PT41
Discharge Total Pressure PT42
Discharge Total Pressure PT43
Discharge Total Pressure PT44
Discharge Total Pressure PT45
Discharge Total Pressure PT46
TT41Co,_uetor Discharge Total
Temperature
Combustor Discharge Total
Temperature
Co,buster Discharge Total
Temperature
combustor Discharg_ Total
Temperature
Co,_uetor Dlscharg_ Total
Temperature
Sample Gas Temperature
Sample Gas Temperature
Immorslon Sensor
Symbol cm Type
0 0.140 cm. Dis. Tap
0 0.140 cm. Dla. Tap
0 0.140 cm. Dla. Tap
0 0.140 cm. Die. Tap
0.09 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pitot Tube
0.89 0.3175 ¢m. Dla. Pltot Tube
0.89 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pitut Tube
0.09 0.3175 cm. Dla. Pitot Tube
0.09 CA Thermocouples bead-
0.89 type half-shlelded
0.89
0.89
0 0.175 cm. Dis. Tap
0.34 0.3175 cm. Dla. Pitot Tube
0.77 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pitot Tube
1.20 0.3175 cm. Dis.-Pitot Tube
1.02 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pitot Tube
2.3_ 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pitot Tube
2.86 0.3175 cm. Dis. Pltot Tube
0.35 Pt/Pt and 10% Rh
TT42 0.77 Thcrmocouple shielded
TT43 1.28
TT45 2.33
TT46 2.85
TSG l - CA Thormo,:o_ples s|li_Ided
TSG 2 - - CA Thermocouples shielded
P_
Pt323 -_
Pt322
300
\
t31
Pt311
Pt3_2
Pt313
Ps32
Pt344
Pt343
Pt342
Pt341
255 °
120 °
Ps34
T t32
Pt334 210 °
_P$33 165° Pt333 t33
Pt332 ....
Pt331
Figure 7. Circumferential Location of Inlet Instrumentation
for Concept 2 (View Looking into Combustion
Chamber Liner).
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to compensate for the airflow swirl angle of approximately
35 degrees to obtain the maximum total-pressure value. These
total-pressure rakes consisted of four-element probes identical to
the probes used in Phase II. Immediately upstream of each total-
pressure rake was a static-pressure wall tap for measurement of
combustor inlet static pressure. Four inlet total-temperature
thermocouples were located at the same axial plane as the total-
pressure rakes, and circumferentially spaced halfway (45 degrees)
between the rakes. The thermocouples were Chromel-Alumel with a
closed bead. The bead was immersed halfway into the inlet
channel.
For Concept 3, single-element total-pressure probes were
used because of interference with the main-stage fuel manifolds.
The instrumentation stations were spaced clrcumferentially, at 12
intervals, with four points 90 degrees apart used for the total
pressure, static pressure, and inlet temperature (see Figure 8).
3. Combustor-Discharge Instrumentation. - The combustor-
discharge instrumentation was located in the plane of the turbine
stator inlet. The drum was connected to a stepping motor that
indexed the drum in 10-degree increments. The rakes were canted
at a 2G-degree angle to compensate for combustor exit air swirl.
These rakes were:
o A six-element platinum/platinum-lO-percent rhodium ther-
mocouple rake
o A six-element total-pressure rake with one static-
pressure tap
o A four-point, water-cooled emissions rake.
The lines from these rakes were inserted into the traversing drum
where they entered the instrumentation shaft through gas-tight
compression fittings. The cooling-water lines for the emission
probe also entered the shaft through compression fittings. These
rig instrumentation lines were terminated at the end of the shaft
and connected to facility lines. The emissions rake consisted of
four 3.17-mm diameter stainless-steel probes that were connected
to a common 6.35-mm diameter stainless-steel tube. The tips of
the four probes were located in the combustor exhaust-gas stream,
and the sample gases passed through them and into the common
collector. Surrounding the collector was a water jacket that con-
tained inlet and exit ports for cooling water. Water was supplied
through a closed-circuit system connected to the facility cooling
tower. Thermocouples were located in the emission sample gas
stream (one near the proDe and the other at the exit of the instru-
mentation shaft) to monitor the sample temperature. The cooling
water flow rate was adjusted to maintain the desired 422 to 881 K
sample temperature.
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In addition to the emissions probe on the instrumentation
drum, a fixed-position smoke-sampling rake was located in the
tailpipe downstream of the exhaust-gas mixing basket. This rake
consisted of four 6.35-mm stainless-steel probes externally mani-
folded and inserted through the rig tailpipe. Each tube had three
0.8-mm orifices drilled through the wall and spaced on centers of
equal areas for the tailpipe.
4. Combustion Component Test Facility. - The combustion
facility has the capability of supplying up to 4.08 kg/s of
unvitiated air at a pressure and temperature of 690 kPa and 700 K,
respectively. Higher airflow rates are possible with corre-
sponding decreases in pressure. The facility is instrumented to
measure pertinent air and fuel flow rates, temperatures, and pres-
sures necessary to determine performance factors such as
efficiency, discharge temperature, pattern factor, combustor total
pressure drop, ignition, and emissions.
Pressures from 0 to 34.5 MPa can be measured with the use of
pressure transducers. These transducers were used to measure
those parameters necessary for the determination of airflow rate.
Rig pressures were measured with a Scanivalve transducer.
Temperatures were measured as followsz
Combustor inlet - Chromel-Alumel thermocouples (289 to
1637 K)
o Combustor discharge - platinum/platinum-10-percent rho-
dium thermocouples (255 to 1922 K)
Inlet air humidity was measured at the start of each test with a
Beckman electrolytic hygrometer. Liquid fuel flow was measured
with five rotometers that have a total range of 2 to 450 kg/hr.
Airflow was measured in accordance with standard ASME orifice-
metering practice. Data were recorded both manually and auto-
matically.
D. - ENGINE TEST FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION
I. Facility. - The Model TFE731 engine is tested in a
facility of approximately 372 square meters containing two thrust-
stand cells and supporting areas. The test cells, control
modules, staging areas, and a high-speed digital data acquisition
system are all housed in a single structure. This test facility,
shown in Figure 9, has thrust capabilities up to 22 kN and is
utilized for development, qualification, and production testing of
AiResearch prime propulsion turbofan engines.
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TURBOFAN/TURBOJET ENGINES
ENGINE TEST CONSOLE DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Figure 9. Propulsion Engine Test Facility.
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2. Instrumentation. - For this program, the normal Model
TFE731-2 engine instrumentation was upgraded for the purpose of
making measurements pertinent _n the evaluation of the combustion
system performance and emissio., levels. A listing of the instru-
mentation used during testing is presented in Table IX. Axial
locations of the engine-mounted instrumentation are shown on the
engine cross section in Figure 10. The circumferential position
of the combustor inlet total pressure probes and thermocouples is
shown in Figure A1.
In addition to the instrumentation listed in Table VIII, an
emission sampling probe was used to measure the gaseous and
particulate emissions of the engine core flow. The location of
the probe is depicted in Figure i0. The probe had 24 sampling
points and could De operated either in a 12- or 24-point sampling
mode. A photograph of the probe is shown in Figure 12.
E. - EMISSION SAMPLING AND DATA-ACQUISITION FACILITIES
1. Emissions Samplin9 and Analysis Facilities and Equip-
men._.__tt.- The AiResearch exhaust-gas emissions sampling and analysis
equipment used in the program consisted of two basic types: that
used for sampling gaseous emissions of NOx, HC, CO, and C02; and
that used to obtain the smoke number of insoluble particulates in
the exhaust gas. The analyzers, together with all required cali-
bration gases and other support equipment, were installed in the
mobile units shown in Figures 13 and 14. All equipment, including
plumbing and materials, conforms to EPA recommendations on exhaust
emission analysis, as specified in Section 87.82 of the 1979 air-
craft emission standards (Ref. l). A schematic of the gas ana-
lyzer flow system is shown in Figure 15, and the particulate ana-
lyzer flow system schematic is shown in Figure 16. This equipment
is described in the following paragraphs.
(a) Gaseous Emissions Analysis Equipment - This equipment
consisted of the following analyzers, along with the
refrigeration, gasifier, filtration, and pumping
devices required for obtaining and processing the
samples:
o A Thermo-Eleetron chemiluminescent analyzer for
determining the presence of oxides of nitrogen
(NO x) over a range from 0 to 10,000 ppm
o A Beckman Model 402 hot flame-ionizatlon-detectlon
hydrocarbon analyzer capable of discriminating
unburned hydrocarbons (HC) in the sample over a
range of 5 ppm to 10 percent
o A Beckman Model 315B carbon monoxide (CO)
analyzer. This analyzer has three discrete sensi-
tivity ranges corresponding to 0 to i00, 0 to 500,
and 0 to 2500 ppm.
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T_BLE ZX. ENGI_ INSTRUMEI_T_TION.
Tots1 _eq'd
Symbol Recording
and _ngine Accuracy
Parameter Station Unit Range (FUll Stele) Sensor _ype
Low rotor speed N1 rpm 4K-25K _0.25t 1 monopole
High rotor speed N2 cpm 15K-30K s0.5% 1 monopole
Burner plenum pressure PCD KPa 200-1793 _0.5% 1 _tatic tap
RPT dlscharge temperature Tts.0 _ 422-1200 _SK 4 one-element probes
L_I _ _lschar_e pressure PT?.O kPs 103-209 t0.5% 5 _tve-element probes
BeLlmo_th _tsZ p_ess_e PTZ.2
Bellmouth static pressure P51.2
Inlet screen temperature Ttl.0
LPT discha_ge temperature TtT.O
LPT discharge pressure PTT,0
kPs qO-103 I0.5% 6 one-element probes
kPa 90-103 _0.5_ 6 static taps
K 266-322 _2K 5 sets of 2 thermo-
couples
394-922 ±SK 5 t_o-element probes
kPs L03-207 _0,5% 5 _l_e-element probes
Primary nozzle discharge Pss.0
static pressure
FueZ flow WF
_uel pressure, primary PWtP
;Puel pressure, sscondary PWFS
Specific gravity, fuel _$G
_uel temperature TFU_L
Measured thrust FMEAS
Bs_ometrlc pressure PBAR
Power lever angle PLA
HPC discharge temperature Tt3,0
HPC discharge pressure PT_.0
kPa 90-103 _0.5% 4 static taps
kg/sec 0.024- z0.5_ 2 turbine meters,
0.376 1 rotom_ter
kPa 0-6895 _0.5% i transducer
kPa 0-6895 _0.5% l transducer
0.7-0.9 zO.St
K 283-311 z2K l thermocouple
k_ 0-22,2 _0.5% 2 load cells
kPs 90-103 _0.St
deq 0-120 _1"
355-955 .3_ 6 one-element probes
kPa 200-1793 _0.St 6 one-element probes
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Figure 12. Emissions Sampling Probe.
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Figure 13. Gaseous Exhaust Emissions Measurement
Instrumentation.
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Figure 14. Mobile Smoke Analyzer.
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Figure 15, Exhaust Gas Analyzer Flow System.
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Figure 16. Particulate Analyzer Flow System
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o A Beckman Model 315B carbon dioxide (CO 9)
analyzer. The sensitivity ranges of this analyzer
correspond to 0 to 2, 0 to 5, and 0 to 15 percent.
(The measurement of CO^ is not specifically
required for the determination of pollutant emis-
sion rates. However, AiResearch conducts analyses
of CO_ in engine exhaust gases to provide a carbon
balance with the fuel consumed as a means of check-
ing the validity of test data).
All instruments, zero gases, and span gases are kept at
a constant temperature to avoid drift. The equipment is
capable of continuous monitoring of NOv, HC, CO, and CO.
in exhaust gases. The zero and span g_ses used to cali _
brate the instruments are given in Table X.
(b) Particulate Emissions Sampling and Analysis Equipment -
sampie'size measurements were made with a Precision
Scientific Wet Test Meter accurate to within ±0.005
standard cubic meter. Wet test pressure and temperature
were measured within ±68 Pa and 0._0 K, respectively.
Sample flow measurements were conduched with a Brooks
Rotometer Model ii0, accurate to within ±1.7 cm3/min. A
Duo-Seal Model 1405 vacuum pump, with a free-flow capa-
city of 0.57 cm3/min and no-flow vacuum capability of
i micron, was used. Reflectance measurements were con-
ducted with a Welch Densichron Model 3837 photometer.
2. Data Acquisition. - Data acquisition for both rig and
engine test ng was performed by computer; originally, the SEL 810B
and later Dy the PDP 11/70 which replaced it. All pressure, tem-
perature, and emissions data were transmitted in terms of counts
from the test facility to the computer where it was processed in
real time and returned in engineering units to the test facility
for display on cathode ray tubes (CRT).
For rig testing, a single CRT was used to monitor combustor
inlet and discharge conditions (i.e., airflow, fuel flow, T3, P3,
T4, etc.). A sample display is shown in Figure 17, and an explana-
tion of the symbols and units is given in Table XI. At the conclu-
sion of a complete data scan (36 steps of the rotating rake) the
CRT was used to display a summary of the scan and the required cal-
culated values (i.e., pattern factor, emissions indexes, combustion
efficiency, emission indexes, etc.). An example of a summary
scan is shown in Figure 18.
In addition to the CRT displays, all data from the individual
scans as well as the summary calculations were stored on magnetic
tape and later printed out for a permanent record at the conclu-
sion of each test. For transient tests, such as ignition, alti-
tude relight and combustion stability, pertinent data were recorded
manually.
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TABLEX. - ZERO AND SPAN GASES
Gas Concentration Manufacturer
Zero Air and N 2
C3H 8 in Air
NO in N 2
CO in N 2
CO 2 in N 2
He 1.a ppm
6.3 ppm
52.0 ppm
105,0 ppm
16.9 ppm
46.5 ppm
109.0 ppm
65_0 ppm
250.0 ppm
440.0 ppm
1.05%
1.97%
3.05%
Air Products
Air Products
Scott Research
Labs
Air Products
Matheson
Air Products
Scott Research
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TABLE XIo LEGEND FOR CRT DISPLAY.
SYMBOL I UNITS EXPLANATION
FIRST COLUMN
HUM PPM
ORFP PSIA
ORFT *F
ORFDP PSIA
WI PM
AORFP PSIA
AORFT OF
AORFDP PSIA
WA PM
ADP PSIA
WT PM
WFPP PSIA
WFP PHR
WFSP PSIA
WFS PHR
WF PMR
F_M --
PSIi,4 PSIA
PSIAV PSIA
PTII PSIA
PTI2 PSIA
PTZ3 PSIA
?TI4 PSIA
PTIAV PSIA
Tll,4 "F
TIAV OF
PSE PSIA
PTEI,6 PSIA
PTEAV PSIA
PLOSS --
TEV 'F
Inlet or specific humidity
Orifice pressure
Orifice temperature
Orifice _P
Orifice flow rate, inlet airflow
Air-assist orifice pressure
Air-assist orific_ temperature
Air-assist orifloa _P
Air-assist flow rate
Difference between air-asslst manifold pressure and rig inlet
total pressure
Total airflow rate
Difference between primary fuel pressure and rig inlet total
pressure
Primary fuel flow
Difference between secondary fuel pressure and rig inlet total
pressure
Secondary (premix) fuel flow
Total fuel flow
Measured fuel-air ratio
Inlet static pressures
SECOND COLUMN
Average of four inlet static pressures
Average of first four inlet total pressures, PTI1, PTX2, PT13,
PTI4
Average of second four inlet total pressures, PT21, PTR2, PT23,
PT24
Average of third four inlet tot.Al pressures, PT31, PT32, PT33,
PT34
Average of fourth four inlet total pressures, PT41, PT42, PT43
PT44
Average of all 16 inlet total pressures
Inlet total temperature
Average of four inlet total temperature
Discharge static pressure
Discharge total preseuFes - Number 1 refers to inner position
Average of six discharge total pressures
Combuator total pressure lose
Discharge total temperature - Number i refers to inner pos_t£on
4O
TE2,6 _F
TEAV OF
TEMX _
VREF FFS
_sox' P_M
NOX PPM
NOXEX GM/KG FUEL I
RCO PPM
CO _PM
COEI GM/KG ?UEL
RC02 PCT
CO2 _CT
RHC P P."!
HC ?FM
HCEI _M/KG FUEL
ETAE - -
FAr "-
r" '
THIRD COLUMN"
Discharge _otal tQmperature
Average of six discharge _otal _empera_ures
Maximum of six discharge total temperatures
Combus_or reference velocity
Maximum value of selected NOX range
NOX concentration in wet exhaust gas
NOX emission index
Maximum value o_ selected CO range
CO concentration in wet exhaust gas
CO emission in_ox
Maximum value of selected C)2 range
CO2 concentration ia wet exhaust gas
Maximum value of select_-[ HC range
_C'concentEation in wet exhaust qas
HC emission index
Combustion efficiency from emissions
Fuel-elf ratio from emissions
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FOE engine testing, two CRT'S were used. One was used to
display the engine performance parameters (i.e., measured and cor-
rected thrust, core airflow, primary and secondary fuel flows,
etc.). This display was used to monitor engine performance and to
set the proper power points at which emission values were mea-
sured. A sample display from this CRT is shown in Figure 19. An
explanation of the symbols is given in Table XII. The second CRT
displayed emission indexes and parameters calculated from the
emissions data (i.e., fuel-air ratio and combustion efficiency).
The CRT display was generated by the same program that was used
for rig testing. The display was the same as that shown in
Figure 17, except that all the rig test parameters were not
recorded. The engine data, llke the rig test data, were also
stored on magnetic tape and printed out at the conclusion of the
test. For acceleration and deceleration tests the required data
were limited and were recorded manually.
F. - TEST PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS
Testing during this phase of the program was divided into two
portions; rig evaluation and engine testing.
i. Ri 9 Tests - Two types of pressure-rig testing were
performed during Phase III. The first involved checkout of the
Concept 2, variable-geometry combustion system hardware that was
to be used in the engine tests that followed. The engine tests
comprised the main portion of the program test effort for
Phase III, and the rig tests were used to ensure that the combus-
tion system performance was compatible with the engine require-
ments and not with combustion system design requirements alone. A
second series of rig tests were performed on Concept 3, the axial-
ly staged fuel injection combustion system. The intent of these
tests was to further optimize this approach to emissions reduc-
tion.
a Concept 2 Compatibility Tests - To ensure the compati-
bility'of the combustion system hardware with the engine, a series
of rig tests were performed. During these tests the variable-
geometry actuation system also underwent a thorough checkout.
These rig tests included combustor performance and emissions level
evaluation, determination of ignition, altitude relight, and com-
bustion stability data, and liner wall-temperature information.
(1) Combustor Performance and Emission Level Evaluation -
These tests involved operating the combustion system at the f-our
LTO power settings and measuring the normal combustor performance
parameters and gaseous emissions levels. The two lower power set-
tings -- taxi idle and approach -- were run at actual engine inlet
and exit conditions. The cllmbout and takeoff points were run at
414 kPa inlet total pressure rather than the actual conditions
(1301 and 1425 kPa, respectively) due to facility airflow limita-
tions. The airflow and fuel flow rates were also scaled to main-
tain the proper corrected flow and fuel air ratios. The inlet
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!TABLE XII, LEGEND FOR CRT DISPLAY
Symbol Unlts Bzplan_tlon
CORD
A4 ZN 2
A._ IN 2
LI_V-TW BTU/LB
SFG-TW
32REFA °F
32REFB eF
REFLS0 o_
PBARD INIIG
PS1.2 FSIG
PTI. 2 PSIG
PS2.35 PSIG
PCD PS]G
PT3 PSIG
PTT.O PSZG
PSa.0 PSIG
PSI2.0 PS_G
WET • F
DRY "F
T_IAV "F
TISPRD "F
_5#l-#4 "P
TTT,0 "P
NO RR4
NH RPM
THRSTI ..TRRST2 LSS
FNCORR LDS
I_2T_AT PERCENT
TFUEL "P
Test Condition Number
High Pressure (Turbine) Sister Area (Statlon 4)
Low Freesure (Turbine) Starer Area (Station 5)
_ower Seatln 9 Value of Fuel
Specific Gravity of Fuel
Reference Junction Temprature
Reference Junction Temperature
Reference Junction Temperature
Barometric Pressure
Bellmouth Static Pressure
Bellmouth Total Pre6sure
LP_ Bleed Static P_essure
Combustor Inlet Static PreesQre
C_bustor Inlet Total Pressure
LPT Discharge Temperatur3
Primary Nozzle Discharge Static Pressure
Fan Nozzle Discharge Stetlc Pressure
Wet _u]b Temperature
Dry Bulb Temperature
Average of Ten Bullmouth Inlet Temperature
Spread of TTI
Combuetor Inlet Total Temperature
HPT Discharge Temperature
LPT'Dizcharge Temperature
LPC Speed
RP_ Speed
Measured Thrust
Corrected Thrust
Percent Reted Thrust
Knq_e Inlet FueZ Temperature
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TABLE XII, LEGEND FOR CRT DISPLAY (CONTD)
Symbol Units Explanation
PFUELT eF
SFUELT "F
SG IN
SG PNZ
SG SEC
WFTOT LS/HR
WFP LS/SR
WFS LB/SR
WF-WFP LB/HR
WF-WFS iS/MR
P PSID PSID
S PSID PSID
PRI FN LB/HN PSID
SEC FN LB/HR PSXD
RSFC LB/ER/LS
WA4 LB/SEC
FAM4
Primary Manifold Fuel Temperature
Secondary Manifold Fuel Temperature
Fuel Specific Gravity at Engine Inlet Temp.
rnel Speolflo Gravity at Primary Manifold Temp.
Fuel Speci£1o Gr&vlty at Secondary Manlfol_ Temp.
Total Fuel Flow (Flowmeter)
Primary Manifold Fuel Flow (_lc_nneter)
Secondary Manifold Fuel Flow (FlowmeteE)
WIwI_OT-WFP m WFS
WFTOT-WFS - WFP
-Primary Manifold Fuel Pressure
Secondary Manifold Fuel Pressure
Primer y Manifold FLow No, per Nozzle
_econdery Manifold Flow No. per Nozzle
Specific Fuel Consumption
Engine Core Airflow
Measured Fuel/_ir (WFTOT/WA4)
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temperatures were maintained at engine values. The rig test con-
ditions are specified in Figure 20.
The main purpose _.f these tests was to determine the combus-
tion system pressure loss and the circumferential and radial temp-
erature distribution of the combustor discharge gases, and to
compare them with the production combustion system values. The
data from the Concept 2 rig tests were to be compared with data
from production combustion systems before the start of Concept 2
engine testing. Emission measurements were also made to determine
if there had been any degradation in emissions values from the
final Phase II results. The variable-geometry system was actuated
at approach and data taken at several valve positions to determine
the effect on performance and emission levels.
(2) I nition Altitude Rell ht _da% o_on Stabilit -
The purpose of these tests was to determ neti he ignition, altitude-
relight, and combustion stability envelopes for the combustion
system, and to compare them to the envelopes of the production com-
bustion system. The test points selected represented actual
engine conditions that would be encountered under normal opera-
tion.
For the ignition and altitude-relight points, the proper com-
bustor-lnlet conditions were set and a fuel flow was selected
slightly below the successful production system value. Theignl-
tion system was activated and the fuel solenoid valve opened. If
there was an indication of a light-off (temperature rise) within
2 seconds or less, the light-off was considered successful. If
not, the fuel-flow rate was increased and the ignition attempt
repeated after sufficient time had elapsed to drain any accumu-
lated fuel from the combustor. If the original light-off was
successful, the fuel flow was reduced and another light-off
attempt made after the combustor discharge temperature had
returned to within 2.7 K of the combustor inlet temperature. The
ignition point was selected as the lowest fuel-flow rate that pro-
duced a light-off in 2 seconds or less from the time the fuel was
turned on.
For the stability test, the combustor-inlet conditions were
set to the proper values with the combustor operating. The fuel-
flow rate was then reduced while maintaining the inlet conditions.
The stability limit was determined by the fuel flow rate where
burning ceased, as indicated by a rapid drop in combustor-discharge
temperature.
(3) Combustor Wall Temperature Measurements - The wall
temperatures of the combustion liner were determined using temper-
ature sensitive paint that was applied over the entire combustor
surface (excluding the swirlers). The combustor was installed in
the rig and run at the maximum power setting (takeoff) for i0
minutes. Data scans were made during this time period to ensure
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Date
CI00 - COMBUSTION CELL TEST REQUEST
EWO: Test Titles Emission and Performance
Test Request 2 Tests - LTO Cycle Pl4s Cruls@
Applicable Unit: TFE731-2
Combustion Chamber Liners:
i. Various
2.
Igniter Various
Ignition Unit Various
Cell Test Rig 3551400
3, 5.
4. 6.
Atomizer Various
Ignition Lead Various
Fuel ASTM D1655-73f T_pe Jet A
Operating Conditions:
Cond.
No.
Airflow Data
Fl°w, lOrifioel °API'P° IT° I, _P ] Tinl PinLblMinIsize ,,H2OlPS  lO <,O,l".gA
171.6
305.5
772.0
531.1
522.1
522.1
Remarks:
8X6
8X6
8X6
8X6
8X6
8X6
Combustor Data
|
Pin Tdis_h Wfuel
ls.e 50 ZlO! 4.o:_clOO sg._
50.5 i00 220 8,5 5,9206 59."
328.0 200 465 40.1 8.2448 157.(
L55.0 200 760 25.0 5.2739 122.C
L49.5 200 790 24.7 _0772 122.C
L49.5 200 270 14.4 _14250 122.C
"Hgg oF Lb/Hr
ii00 165
898 193
1235 532
1695 469
1768 482
900 350
Remarks
Ignition
_axi-idl
Approach
:limbout
_akeoff
3hutdown
Pl
Figure 20. Test Facility Instruction Sheet
Emission and Performance Tests (Sample).
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that the system was running at the proper conditions. Following
the test completion, the combustor was removed from the rig and
isotherm lines drawn on the combustor to denote wall-temperature
values and gradients. The Isothermed combustor was then photo-
graphed.
b. Concept 3 Optimization Tests - Rig testing of the
Concept 3 _mbustion system was limited to a continuation of the
development efforts that commenced during Phase II. Testing was
performed only at the four LTO power-setting points, and the same
test conditions were used as on the Concept 2 system checkout for
performance and emissions levels (see Figure 20 for the rig test
conditions). During these tests, the major parametric evaluation
was the effect of fuel-flow splits between the pilot zone and the
main combustion region on emissions values and pattern factor.
2. Engine Tests - Engine tests were limited to the
Concept 2 design and involved two types of tests_ steady-state and
transient.
a. Steads-State Tests - The majority of the engine tests
were done at steady-state conditions. These tests entailed
performance, emissions, and liner-wall temperature evaluations.
Table XIII shows the power settings that were used during steady-
state testing. Each test did not involve each power setting, and
wall-temperature evaluations were not made during each test. The
content of each specific test was up to the discretion of the test
engineer, and depended on the particular configuration and the
information sought. However, a complete set of data (LTO emis-
sions values, smoke, engine performance, and liner wall tempera-
ture) was obtained for each configuration that showed the poten-
tial ol meeting program goals.
Testing was accomplished by allowing the engine to stabilize
at the desired power setting, as specified by the fuel/alr ratio
from Table XIII. When stable operation was attained, the computer
data acquisition system was activated and three scans of data were
recorded. The engine was then transitioned to the next power set-
ting and the procedure repeated. When a change in the swirler-
valve setting was required, it was made at this time. When smoke
data was taken, it was necessary to repeat the test points with
the smoke sampling equipment connected in place of the gaseous
emission sampling hardware. When a llner-wall temperature test
was made the combustor was painted with temperature-sensitive
paint prior to engine assembly.
b. Transient Tests - Transient tests were limited to
configurations that produced acceptable results during the steady-
state test.
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These tests consisted of acceleration and deceleration tests
and were performed to determine the transient characteristics of
the engine. These tests were conducted in accordance with CFR
Title 14, Federal Aviation Administration, Part 33.73, "Power or
Thrust Response." In essence, this document requires that the
engine be able to accelerate from not more than 15 percent to 95
percent of the rated takeoff thrust in 5 seconds. This accelera-
tion rate was accomplished with the power lever moved from the
minimum to maximum position in less than 1 second without over-
temperature, surge, stall, or other detrimental factors occurring
in the engine.
The engine procedure that was used for the acceleration and
deceleration tests is specified below:
For Acceleration Tests= The engine was operated at idle
conditions for 5 minute_. The power lever was then
moved to the maximum position in less than 1 second.
The acceleration timing was from the initial power-lever
movement to the obtaining of 95 percent of rated takeoff
thrust. The goal was to achieve the acceleration in 5
seconds or less. The timing was automatically measured
by an electronic timer that was started by a microswitch
when the throttle was moved from the taxi-idle point,
and stopped when the engine reached 95 percent of rated
thrust.
For Deceleration Tests: With the engine running at
rated thrust, the power lever was moved to the idle
position in less than 1 second. The deceleration time
was measured by the same automatic timer from the
initial power-lever movement at the rated thrust, to a
thrust equal to the idle thrust, plus 5 percent of the
difference between idle thrust and rated (takeoff)
thrust. The goal for deceleration time was 7 seconds.
The variable-geometry valves were cycled manually. During
the acceleration test, the valves went from closed to full open at
approximately the 30-percent thrust point. Conversely, during
deceleration the valves went from full open to closed at the same
thrust point. Total time to cycle was less than 1 second, k
G. - DATA REDUCTION AND CALCULATION PROCEDURES
The methods of reducing the rig data are discussed first
followed by the engine procedures.
1. Combustion Riq Data Reduction - Data taken during
combustion rig testing were read from a magnetic tape and reduced
by a computer program using a Cyber 174 computer. The program
consists of the following three subprograms: (a) combustor dis-
charge temperature survey, (b) combustor Derformance, and (c)
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emissions data reduction and analysis.
described in the following sections.
These subprograms are
a. Combustor Discharge Temperature Survey - This data-
reduction subprogram takes thermocouple readings and prints the
resultant temperatures in both tabular and figure (plot) forms.
The subprogram can accept up to a maximum of 12 radial and 60
circumferential positions. Inoperative tl_ermocouples may be
deleted at the discretion of the operator. The temperatures
recorded at each circumferential position are listed by column for
each thermocouple (see Figure 21). The average, maximum, and
minimum temperatures, and the temperature-spread factor are
computed for each radial position and for each circumferential
location. A straight overall average, and an average weighted by
the areas determined by the thermocouple radial locations, are
also printed. The temperature-spread factor or pattern factor is
calculated using both straight and welghted-average temperatures.
The average, maximum, and minimum radial temperatures are plotted
as a function of their angular position (Figure 22), showing the
circumferential variations. Each thermocouple is given a differ-
ent symbol, and all the readings of each individual thermocouple
are connected by lines.
b. Combustor Performance - The combustor performance sub-
program corrects fuel rotameter flow data, calculates combustion
efficiency from an enthalpy balance, and calculates the following
additional parameters:
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
o
Inlet airflow
Measured fuel/air ratio
Average inlet and discharge pressures and temperatures
Combustor pressure drop
Reference velocity
Inlet air specific humidity
Volumetric heat-release rate
Combustor loading and blowout parameters
A separate performance sheet is not printed; but the performance
parameters are included in the test summary sheet, to be described
later.
c. Emissions Data Reduction and Analysis - The emissions
data reduction subprogram takes the millivolt readings of the
emission-analysis equipment and converts them into emission
volumetric concentrations, emission indexes in g/kg of fuel, and
EPAP's in Ib/1000 ib-thrust-hr per LTO cycle. For both the emis-
sions indexes and EPAP's, the volumetric concentrations of the
pollutant species are corrected to concentrations in wet exhaust
gas from a combustion process with dry air The CO and CO 9 record-
ings are considered dry data because of the use of a desiccant in
the sampling train. They need only be corrected for the al,ount of
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY.
Figure 21. Typical Combustor Discharge Gas Temperature Data
Display, TFE731-2 Combustion Rig.
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Figure 22. Circumferential Gas Temperature Variations
at Turbine Inlet Section. (Sample Plot).
water vapor formed by the combustion process. The samples of HC
and NO are not dried, and must be corrected for the initial
amount Xof water vapor in the air to obtain the concentrations
needed for the emissions indexes. In addition, since the flame
ionization detection hydrocarbon analyzer is calibrated with pro-
pane, the HC concentrations are multiplied by three to convert to
CH 4 concentrations. The fuel/air ratio is calculated using dry
concentrations, and combustion efficiency is calculated using con-
centrations converted to wet exhaust gas from a combustion process
with dry air (wet concentrations).
The pollutant concentrations recorded during the rotation of
the emissions probe are listed by column for each specie, as typi-
fied in Figure 23. Each specie and the radially-averaged
discharge temperature are also plotted as a function of their
angular position (Figure 24) showing the circumferential varia-
tion. The value at any particular circumferential location is
approximate, since the emlssion-analysis equipment response time
was greater than the pause time (14 seconds) of the emission
probe; however, the circumferential variation of fuel/alr ratio
indicates the degree of mixing of the combustion system at the
exhaust plane.
d. Test Summary Sheet - The output of the above programs is
a two-page summary Of the test results. Included on the first
page is a description of the combustor, fuel nozzles, and fuel
used during the test. The first output page is typified in
Figure 25. Pollutant concentrations and indexes from the emis-
sions data-reduction subprogram are listed next for each test
condition, followed by the combustor performance parameters and
the average combustor-discharge temperature and pattern factor.
The second page is shown in Figure 26, and presents the emis-
sions parameters for selected test conditions as computed for the
various operating modes in the LTO cycle. HC and CO emissions are
corrected by the inverse-pressure ratio between engin - and rig
conditions for the climbout and takeoff operating modes. Similar-
ly, NO x emissions are corrected using a pressure exponent for the
climbout and takeoff modes. NO x is also corrected to standard-day
humidity conditions for all four LTO power settings.
2. En@ine Data Reduction - The engine performance data
taken during englne testing, with the exception of emissions data,
were reduced by the TFE731 Quick Look Program on a PDP 11/70 digi-
tal computer. The engine-perform,_nce parameters were then written
on a magnetic tape by the same program. This tape was read, along
with the raw emissions data on magnetic tape, by a Cyber 174 pro-
gram. This program averaged the three data scans per condition,
reduced the emissions data, calculated EPA LTO cycle indexes, and
printed the engine performance and emissions data together. The
programs are described in the following sections.
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L_emto,,e_o_wlw, I_ASA TL COHGEPT I[[ 355097§°30ATA PAGe 39 CONO 2b-3 J_,_oJ_*_._o_lo
COHOITION NUHLIER : 2b_ SPECIFIC HUNIOITY a .00031 LO/LB
FU_L _S AVK FUEL HIC = _,93 S]0% FIA = ,068_2 L H V = 10h70,
oowo,,,_,_,It_,I_4_o_oooI'_C[RCUHFEk'EHTIAL VARIATION OF LHISSION5 0ATAW_oHeJ,H,_H_
LMIS$ION SP_C_E_ CO UHG N0X C02
PPNV PPHC PPMV PERCENT FIA RATIO
AkGLE,OEG.
1 0.0 _7k.b b.2 1.b ¢.60 .00786
2 [0.0 252,6 33.9 2.2 1.20 .00595
3 20,0 3_9,8 56.3 .9 t. OJ ,005Z2
k )0,0 371.3 55.6 ,9 1,01 .00511
S ;0,0 351,2 23,? 1,0 1.17 ,0G568
b 50,0 255.k 8,1 t,_ 1,61 .00?92
T 60.0 185,4 7,8 1,6 _.66 ,008_3
8 70,0 186,8 12,2 1.0 .9_ ,OOk6_
9 80.0 200.k 17.7 ,6 .Tt .00356
10 90,0 263,7 23,k ,b ,Tt ,00359
11 100.0 287,5 _2,2 1.1 t.tT ,00582
12 110.0 23_.6 3.9 1.7 1.78 ,0087_
13 120,0 258,2 , k.8" 2,2 2,OT ,0101k
lk 130.0 211,? 5,0 1o9 1,89 °00931
15 _q0,0 295,9 8.7 1.8 1,73 ,00852
lb _50,0 305.7 19.? _.3 1.3_ .GOb69
t? 160.0 288.9 26.6 t,l 1,18 ,00587
t8 X70,0 329.8 35.0 .9 t,O5 .00530
t9 180.0 365,6 35°6 ,9 1,15 ,005?8
20 190.0 391,? JZ,k ,9 1.16 ,00586
21 200.0 385.9 38.9 ,_ 1.13 ,00571
22 210.0 339,6 2q.6 1,1 1.35 ,OObT_
23 220,0 25_.0 16.7 1°3 t.5_ .0076t
2_ 230,0 272*1 19.5 1,5 1,76 ,00868
25 2kO,O 319,8 23,b 1.8 L,99 ,00980
26 250,0 3_1.3 3k.8 1.8 1,9k .00959
27 2&0,0 kOk, 9 55,8 1,8 1._5 ,009_1
28 270.0 k55,8 108.8 1,3 1,_2 °O0_16
29 _80.0 _07,8 90,2 ,8 .99 ,00507
30 290.0 33_.0 _8.9 .8 ,95 °00_83
31 300,0 29_,5 18,2 1.1 1,38 o0068_
32 310.0 279,t 12,3 1,7 1._8 ,00925
]3 320.0 300,1 18,5 2.0 2,11 ,0103_
3_ 330.0 318°k 20,1 2,0 2.11 ,01038
35 3kO,O 259,5 8,1 1.8 1.99 .009_6
36 350.0 2_2.9 6,8 2.1 2.0_ .01000
)vgv_t,_vvvvv_vtv_v4vv4_ve4vv_evev_*e_veD_vvevtevtvv_vtvvvv_vvv
AVERAGE VALUE 301.0 27.1 _.3 1._6
HAX_HUM VALUE k55,8 108,8 2,2 2°11
MINIMUM VALUE IT_ob 3._ °6 °71
SP_EAO_MAX-NIN 281,L 10"_.9 1o6 1o_0
ANGL( OF MAX VALUE 270.0 2?0.0 120,0 3]0,0
ALL _MLS$ION5 CONCENTRATIONS CORRECIEO TO CONCENTRATXON IN NET EXHAUST FRON COMBUSTION RITH ORY AIR
UNOURNEO HYDROCARUON CONCEN[RATIONS GIVEN AS PPH BY VOLUNE AS CARBON
EMISSION VALUES AI _CH CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATION ARE APPROXIMATE SINCE STEADY STATE HAS HOT R(ACHEO
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Figure 23. Emissions Survey Data (Sample),
VRLVE POB{T[0N 90
CONOITION NUMBER 60 0RTE 0EC 6/77
Figure 24. Typical Emissions Concentrations as a Function
of Sample Probe Angular Position.
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i
a. TFE731 u_-Look Program - This program statistically
averages the raw engine da£a to obtain 21 engine parameters, which
are listed in Table XIV. Engine performance is then calculated
from the measured parameters and the input constants and curves
(e.g., the primary nozzle area and curve of nozzle flow coeftl-
cient versus pressure ratio). The reduced engine data were
printed for inspection as shown on a sample printout in Figure 27.
The following parameters were written on tape as input to the
final data-.reduction program:
LPC Retor Speed NL
HPC Rotor Speed NH
LPT Discharge Corrected Airflow WA_C2
Measured Thrust FMEAS
Fuel Flow WF
Engine Pressure Ratio EPR
Engine Inlet Temperature TT1
HPC Discharge Temperature TT3
HPT Inlet Temperature TT4-B
HPT Discharge Temperature TT5
LPT Discharge Temperature TT7
_ngine Inlet Total Pressure PT2
HPC Discharge Total Pressure PT3
HPC Discharge Static Pressure PCD
Primary Nozzle Discl_arge Pressure PCD
LPT Discharge Pressure PT7
Primary Fuel P_essure PWFP
Secondary Fuel Pressure PWFS
Swirler Valve Position SVP
b. Final Data Reduction and EPAP Calculation. Program - One
of the functions of this progra_D was to reduce the emissions
data and, in this respect, the program was similar to the
emissions subroutine of the test rig data reduction program
previously described. The program differs in that the engine
emissions d_ta were taken with a flxed-averaging probe, and
therefore no circumferential variations were measured. The
reduced emissions data and the engine performance parameters
were printed in a format similar to that shown in Figures 28
through 30.
6O
TABLE XIV. LIST OF MEASURED ENGINE PARAMETERS.
FMEAS
N 1
N 2
PBAR
PSI2
PS8
PCD
PSI.2
Ptl.2
Pt2
Pt3
Pt7
Ptll
SGF
TFUEL
Tt2
Tt2.4
Tt3
Tt5
Tt7
Ttll
WFcp S
Measured thrust, pounds
Low rotor speed, rpm
High rotor speed, rpm
Barometric pressure, psia
Fan discharge static pressure, psia
Primary discharge static pressure, psia
Burner plenum pressure, psia
Bellmouth static pressure, psia
Bellmouth total pressure, psia
Engine inlet total pressure, psia
HPC discharge pressure, psia
LPT discharge pressure, psia
Fan nozzle inlet pressure, psia
Fuel specific gravity
Fuel temperature, °F
Engine inlet total temperature, °F
HPC inlet temperature, °F
HPC discharge temperature, °F
HPT discharge temperature, °F
LPT discharge temperature, °F
Fan nozzle inlet temperature, °F
Fuel flow (turbine meter), cps
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The EPA emissions standards are expressed in terms of a
parameter that integrates the emissions rates at the engine idle,
approach, cllmbout, and takeoff operating modes over a specific
landing and takeoff cycle. T:_e equation used to calculate the
EPAP is exactly that specified in the EPA emissions standards
(Ref. i) for Class T1 engines. The following expression, in terms
of the emissions indexes (Ei) at each mode, was used to calculate
the EPA parameters for HC, CO, and NOx:
EPAP = 0.26511 EItaxi_idl e + 0.12252 EIapproach
+ 0.18823 EIcllmbout + 0.04253 EItakeof f
The program produced curves of the combustor pressure and
temperature and the three pollutant indexes versus measured fuel/
air ratio. The EI at each mode was known at the model engine,
standard-day values of fuel/air ratio. The indexes were then
corrected using the pressures and temperatures at the standard
values of fuel/air ratio. The following expression was used to
correct the HC and CO indexes from the engine data for pressures
different than the standard.
E_CORR" = EIMEAS" PT3 MEAS.
PT3 STD.
wherez
EI = Emissions index of CO or HC for use in EPAP cal-
culation
PT3 = Combustor inlet total pressure, kPa
The NO x emissions indexes from the engine data were corrected
as follows for the effects of inlet pressure, temperature, and
humidity.
EIcoRR. = EIMEAS. /PT3 STD. 1_
e(TT3 STD.-TT3 MEAS. )/288
19(HMEAs.-HsTD.)
where:
El = Emissions index of NO x for use in EPAP calculation
PT3 = Inlet total pressure, kPa
TT3 = Inlet total temperature, °K
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H = Inlet specific humidity, g H20/g air
HST D = 0.00634 g H20/g air
= Pressure-correction exponent
The pressure-correction exponent was input as 0.5. The standard-
day conditions are given in Table XV.
TABLE XV. MODEL TFE731-2 ENGINE DESIGN DATA, SEA-LEVEL
STATIC, STANDARD-DAY CONDITIONS.
Net Fuel Combustor Combustor Combustor
Thrust, Flow Inlet Total Inlet Total Fuel/Air
Engine Mode kN kg/hr Temp., K Press., kPa Ratio
Taxi-idle
Approach
Climbout
Takeoff
0.9
4.7
14.0
15.6
87.3
241.4
667.6
754.3
i "
369.9
504.5
665.9
684.6 -
202.1
531.8
1301
1425
0.0105
0.0115
0.0147
0.0154
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CHAPTERIII
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. - INITIAL COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
TWO combustion system concepts underwent test evaluation
during Phase III of the program. The two combustion systems are
referred to as Concept 2 and Concept 3 to be consistent wi_h hard-
ware nomenclature from Phases I and II.
Concept 2, shown in Figure 31, used variable geometry as a
means of controlling emissions. The airflow through each of the
20 equally spaced dome air swirlers was controlled by a butterfly
valve whose housing had been brazed to the swirler. The valves
were adjusted to maintain the proper primary-zone equivalence
ratio to minimize emissions levels at each specific power setting.
Fuel was injected into the combustor through 20 piloted airblast
fuel nozzles located in the center of the dome swirlers. The
pilot nozzles were simplex pressure atomizers. The remainder of
the combustor was conventional in design with stacked wall panels,
film cooling of the liner walls, and plunged primary and dilution
orifices.
Concept 3, shown in Figure 32, used axially staged fuel
injection as the method of emission control. Twenty piloted air-
blast fuel injectors were used to fuel the pilot zone, which
occupied approximately 43 percent, by volume, of the combustor.
This fuel was injected axially. Forty air-assisted pressure atom-
izers were used to fuel the main combustion region, located down-
stream and adjacent to the pilot zone. This fuel was injected
radially through the liner outer wall at 40 equally spaced loca-
tions around the circumference. The pilot zone operated at all
power settings and was designed with a rich equivalence ratio to
produce minimum emissions at taxi-idle. The main combustion zone
began operation prior to the approach power point and was designed
to operate with a lean equivalence ratio for low NOx levels at the
high power settings. The system was designed such that the hot
gases exiting the pilot zone acted as an ignition source for the
main combustion region.
I. Concept 2 - The Concept 2 design for Phase III was base_
on the configuration that produced the best overall emissions and
combustion performance results during Phase II. This was tae
Optimization Test No. 1 configuration as designated during
Phase II. This design, when rig and engine tested in Phase II,
produced the following emissions resultsz
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Figure 31. Concept 2 Combustor Configuration.
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Type of Taxi-Idle EI Taxi-Idle EI TakeoffEl x
HC CO NO
Tes___ t g/k6--fuel SZ -- uel
Rig Test** 3.9 42.9 6.8
Engine Test** 3.4 22.2 11.5
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 7.0, 10.0"
*NO v goal of 7.0 for rig inlet conditions and i0.0 for engine
co_dltlons.
**Airblast nozzles used at takeoff and pressure atomizer used at
taxi-idle.
The engine test data indicated that the design met the HC and CO
goals but was high on NO . The Phase III design philosophy was to
leave the taxi-idle co_bustor configuration unchanged, but to
increase the capacity of the swirlers that had airflow controlled
by the valves. This was done to produce a leaner reaction zone at
takeoff and climbout in order to lower the NO levels. Therefore,
the Phase III combustion llner was identical to the Phase II
Optimization Test NO. 1 configuration. The system design changes
were in the swirler-valve assemblies and in the fuel-nozzle
design.
The swirler for the Phase Ill system was redesigned. The
inner portion of the counterrotatlng double swirler was identical
to the Phase II design. This kept the aerodynamics the same as
for Phase II hardware. However, the outer diameter of the outer
swirler was increased until it was approximately equal to the
channel height of the combustor, which was the limiting con-
straint.
It was discovered during Phase II that small m,ounts of leak-
age through the variable-geometry valves at taxi-idle operation
produced dramatic increases in HC and CO levels, and that the
successful tests were accomplished when the valves were sealed
with a hlgh-temperature silicone rubber material. However, this
prevented the cycling of the valves and limited testing. TO eval-
uate high-power points required the rig be disassembled, the
sealant removed, and the valves manually set to the open position.
The Phase III varlable-geometry valve assembly consisted of a
new design that permitted positive sealing. The assembly incor-
porated a butterfly arrangement that utilized a piston ring seal.
The swlrler-valve assembly is shown in Figure 33. Twenty of these
assemblies were attached to the combustor dome, as shown in
Figure 34. The individual valves were connected through linkages
to a unison ring that was translated by a hydraulic actuator using
jet fuel as the working fluid. The hot-end assembly with the
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Figure 33. Valve Housing Assembly.
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unison _Ing and actuator is shown in Figure 35. An electronic
control unit was used to precisely set the valves at positions
ranging from closed to fully open.
TWO different sets of fuel injectors were used during the
Phase II engine test of the Optimization Test No. 1 cQnflguratlon.
At the taxi-idle point, pressure atomizers with a flow number* of
1.0 were used. Airblast fuel injectors were utilized at the
higher power settings. This combination of fuel injeotlon gave
the lowest emission levels; therefore, for Phase Ill a piloted-
airblast fuel-injector configuration was designed and developed by
Delevan Manufacturing Inc. and supplied to AiResearch for testing.
The pilot nozzles consisted of 0.7 flow number pressure atomizers
that were integrally mounted in the bodies that housed the air-
blast nozzles. Each injector had separate fuel lines for the
pilot and the airblast. A standard Model TFE731 flow-divider
valve was used to regulate the flow split; however, the valve was
modified with a bypass loop to allow for variations in the valve
crack point. A photograph of one of the piloted airblast injec-
tors is shown in Figure 36.
2. Concept 3 - The design of the staged combustor was based
on the development tests of the Phase II premix combustor. The
pilot zone, located immediately upstream of the main combustion
zone, was swirl stabilized and utilized 20 alr-assisted airblast
nozzles inserted through the combustor dome. The swirler used for
all testing was a radlal-flow design, which gave the strongest
ignition source for the main combustion zone in Phase If. The
pilot nozzles used for the initial test configuration gave the
highest efficiency at taxl-ldle in Phase II. The pilot zone uti-
lized a high equivalence ratio at taxl-idle to minimize HC and CO
emissions. At higher power settings, the pilot-zone equivalence
ratio was reduced as much as possible to minimize NO emissions
and still maintain an adequate ignition source for th_ main com-
bustion zone. The pilot-zone volume was increased to 13 percent
over the Phase II design by enlargement of the primary-zone chan-
nel height. This was done to provide an increased residence time
to minimize CO and HC emissions at idle.
At high-power conditions, the main-zone fuel was injected
directly into the combustor immediately downstream of the pilot
zone by means of 40 air-assisted pressure atomizers. Each fuel
nozzle was inserted through a tube; the 40 tubes injected 24 per-
cent of the inlet air into the main zone to provide a lean reaction
zone to minimize NO emissions. This design differed signifi-
cantly from the Phas_ II premix c ombustor, where the main fuel was
injected into an annular passage with simplex atomizers. The
annulus was connected to 40 chutes that introduced the fuel-air
mixture into the combustor at the same location as the Phase III
main fuel nozzles. The premixlng annulus was eliminated because
the Phase II results showed little premlxing was occurring.in the
Flow in PPH/_Fuel Pressure in PSID*Fuel
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Figure 35. Combustor Valve Actuation System.
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annulus. Also, eliminating the annulus and chutes simplified the
combustor construction and precluded flashback within the chutes.
The Phase II and III initial configurations are compared in
Figure 37.
B. - COMBUSTION RIG TESTS
The original intent of the Concept 2 rig testing was to check
out the hardware that was to be used in engine testing. However,
difficulties with the fuel-nozzle performance and sealing of the
dome swlrlers to the combustor necessitated a short development
program prior to the system being acceptable for engine testing.
The Concept 2 design approved for engine tests produced a simu-
lated takeoff NOx level of 7.4 g/kg fuel. At the taxi-idle condi-
tion, the HC and CO values were 18.2 and 40.5 g/kg fuel, respect-
ively. All three of these values exceeded the program goals.
However, as a result of difficulties encountered in data correla-
tion between rig and engine testing, it was decided to proceed to
engine testing at this point. A subsequent taxl-ldle rig test of
a further modified design produced HC and CO values of 3.2 and
21.9 g/kg fuel, respectively, which meet the program goals.
The Concept 3 staged combustion system produced NOx levels at
takeoff below the program goals (hut higher than Phase II results)
while maintaining a combustion efficiency equivalent to that of
the production system. High efficiencies were also achieved at
the taxi-idle condition without the use of air assist, and at the
approach condition by minimizing the main-stage fuel flow. Smoke
emissions at approach and climbout were well below the visible
limit, but could only be measured at reduced pressure at the
climbout condition.
The emissions results for the best overall configuration are
tabulated below for both concepts.
also shown for comparison:
The program rig-test goals are
Taxi-Idle EI Taxi-ldle EI Takeoff EI
HC CO NOx
Concept q/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
Concept 2* 3.2 21.9 6.5
Concept _ 1.5 25.3 5.1
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 7.0
*Taxi-idle data from 8-10-79 test, takeoff data from same
combustor with a different fuel nozzle design tested on 3-23-79.
i. Concept 2 - Configurations and Emission Results - During
this phase, eight rig tests were performed on Phase III hardware,
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Figure 37. Concept 3 Combustor Configurations.
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and two were performed with modified Phase II hardware. These
latter tests were used to determine the NO x reduction at the high-
power points that could be anticipated with the new swirler
design. The configuration of each of the tested designs is
described in Table XVI, and the emissions levels attained are sum-
marized in Figure 38. A brief description of the configurations
and the test results is presented in the following paragraphs.
The complete test results are included in Appendix B.
a. Modified Phase II Hardware r Ri_ Test No. 1 - To obtain
preliminary test information on the Phase Ill design, a brief
series of tests was planned to evaluate the effects of air added
through the dome of the oombustor at high-power operation.
Phase If, Concept 2 hardware was used for these tests, and the
intent of the modifications was to approximate progressively
increased-airflow dome swirlers.
The first of these tests was run on the configuration shown
in Figure 39. The combustion system was identical to the Optimi-
zation lest No. i configuration, with the addition of 3.1 mm wide
slots in the form of arcs in the dome of the combustor surrounding
the swirlers. This additional area in the dome was equivalent to
the area added to the outer swirlers of the Phase III, Concept 2
design. The purpose of the extra area was to produce a leaner
primary zone at the high-power settings, thereby resulting in a
lower NOx level.
The combustion system was tested at climbout and takeoff with
the valves in the 90-degree (full-open) position. No variable-
geometry linkage was installed, and the Phase II airblast nozzles
were operated without assist air. The results of the takeoff test
are shown below, along with Phase II Optimization Test No. 1 dat_
for comparison:
Takeoff Emissions Indexes
Mod of Opt. NO. 1
Opt. Test No. 1
(Phase II)
HC CO NO x CO 2
_/kg fuel _/k_ fuel g/kg fuel %__
0.47 9.94 7.66 3.10
0.50 2.14 6.78 3.36
The da _ indicated that HC remained essentially unchanged,
but that CO increased four times over the Optimization Test No. 1
results. CO 2 was down 8 percent. Even though NOx showed an
increase of 12 percent, this is somewhat misleading. A comparison
of the measured NOx levels shows 81.8 ppm for the modified com-
bustor, and 78.0 ppm for Optimization Test No. 1 -- a 4-pea:cent
increase. The high NOx El results, in part, from the decreased
CO2 and the increased CO El, which has a significant effect on the
7
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TABLE XVI. CONCEPT 2 RIG TEST CONFIGURATIONS.
Rig Test Modification
Number (Compared to Phase II Refinement Test No. I)
i. New piloted airblast fuel nozzle with 0.7 flow-
number pilots (counterrotating swirlers)
New swirler-valve assemblies with larger outer
swirlers and piston ring seals on the valves
2, Modified pilot nozzles with the flow number
increased to 1.0
. Combustor swirlers sealed to dome
o Scoops added to valve housings
5,
a
Inner swirlers on airblast fuel nozzles blocked
All of swirler air blocked on the airblast fuel
nozzles.
. New piloted airblast nozzle design used with
lower airflow swirlers (corotating)
Inner swirlers of the combustor swirlers
blocked.
6 Combustor swirlers were resealed to dome
(repaired damaged seals).
Removed blockage of combustor inner swirlers.
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Figure 38. Summary of Emissions Results from Rig Tests.
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Figure 39. Combustor Schematic Showing Dome Slots Added
to the Phase If, Concept 2 Optimization
Test No. 1 Configuration.
NO EI calculation. All other combustor-performance parameters
were satisfactory and in accord with the Optimization Test No. 1
results.
Teardown inspection revealed carbon buildup on the face of
all 20 nozzles. The carbon was uniform in thickness (approxi-
mately 1.3 to 1.5 mm), and covered nearly all of the exposed
nozzle surfaces. The ren ainder of the combustor was clean with no
carbon deposits. The Optimization Test No. 1 system had no carbon
buildup on the nozzles when run at the same conditions.
The airflow through the newly added slots apparently dis-
rupted the reaction zone, causing a portion of the fuel-air mix-
ture to wash against the fuel nozzle faces thereby producing the
carbon buildup. This disruption also decreased the residence time
of at least a portion of the reacting gases, which resulted in a
four times increase in CO and a decrease in CO 2. The decrease in
residence time was not of sufficient magnitude to cause a reduc-
tion in NOv, and apparently the air injected through the slots did
not effectively lower the reaction-zone equivalence ratio, as this
would also have produced a NO x reduction.
b. Modified Phase II Hardware Rig _est No. 2 - The second
design modification involved returning the combustor to the
original Optimization Test No. 1 configuration by tack welding
shimstock patches over the dome slots that were added for the
first modification. Every other dilution hole was covered with a
shimstock patch. This produced a calculated primary-zone equiva-
lence ratio ($_) equal to that of the first modification, but
with primary-zo_ aerodynamics very similar to that of the Optimi-
zation Test No. 1 combustor This _ was also equal to the cal-
culated _p_ for the Phase III combus_r. A schematic of the com-
bustor is _hown in Figure 40.
The combustion system was evaluated at: climbout and takeoff
with the valves in the 90-degree (full open) position. No
variable-geometry linka@e was installed, and the Phase II airblast
nozzles were operated wlthout air assist. The results of the
takeoff test are presented below, along with data from the first
modification test and the Phase II Optimization Test No. 1 config-
uration for comparison:
HALF-OF THESE
ORIFICES BLOCKED
Figure 40. Schematic of Part 3551401-8 Combustor
(Used in Rig Test).
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Takeoff Emissions Indexes
HC CO NO
x
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
Mod 2 of Opt. No. 1 0.13
Mod 1 of Opt. No. 1 0.47
Opt. Test No. 1
Phase II) 0.50
4.89 6.29
9.94 7.66
2.14 6.78
The second modification produced a 7-percent reduction in
takeoff NO while the CO level approximately doubled compared to
Phase II d_ta. However, the combustion efficiency from emissions
of the second modification was 99.9 percent.
The data from this test were input into the EPAP program,
using the taxl-ldle and approach data from the Phase II engine
test on the Optimization Test No. 1 combustion system with pres-
sure atomizing fuel injectors. The NO x EPAP was calculated by
using a pressure-correction exponent of 0.5. The test values
(compared with the program goals) are shown below:
Mod 2 of Opt Test No. 1
Program Goals
EPAP
(ib/1000 Ib thrust-hr/cycle)
HC CO NOx
0.95 6.35 3.86
1.60 9.40 3.70
This configuration met the HC and CO goals with considerable
margin, and was close to meeting the NO x goal.
c. Concept 2 - Phase III Hardware Rig Test No. 1 - The
first combustion test on Phase III hardware consisted of running
all EPA power-setting points and an altitude-cruise point. Para-
metric testing was limited to evaluating the effect of valve posi-
tion on approach emissions; and the effect of fuel-flow split
between the pilot and airblast secondary fuel nozzles on emissions
at taxi-idle, approach, and takeoff. The combustion system is
shown in Figure 41.
Upon completion of this testing, a rig-assembly problem was
discovered and several fuel nozzles were found to produce either
low-flow rates or distorted spray patterns. The nozzles were
cleaned, the assembly problem corrected and the test was repeated.
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Figure 41. concept 2, Phase III Hardware Ri@ Test No. 1
combustor con£1guration.
During the subsequent testing, purge cooling air was used to
reduce the possibility of further fuel coklng. With no fuel flow-
ing, hlgh-pressure (purge) air at ambient temperature was blown
through the fuel manifold to maintain low-metal temperatures prior
to ignition. When fuel to the pilots was to be discontinued,
purge air was initiated prior to fuel cut off. In addition, pilot
fuel flow was maintained at or above 45.4 kg/hr to ensure adequate
fuel pressure to supply each nozzle and produce low-fuel residence
time in the nozzles.
The emissions indexes (EI) are shown below, along with the
program goals:
Phase III Rig Test No. 1
Program Goals
Taxi-Idle EI Takeoff EI
HC CO NO
x
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
181.5 119.8 7.49
6.0 30.0 .... 7.0
Following the test, many of the nozzles were again found to be
plugged (one of the secondary airblast nozzles had very low flow,
which resalted in-the poor emissions values at the high-power set-
tings).
To prevent further nozzle plugging problems, it was decided
to modify the pilot nozzle design. It was believed that the pilot
fuel-flow problems stemmed from small metering slots in the fuel
distributor (on the order of 0.i mm). Specific modifications
included increasing the pilot flow number from 0.7 to 1.0, and
decreasing the number of metering slots from three to two. This
produced metering slots with a square cross section, with a mini-
mum dimension on the order of 0.3 mm.
d. Phase III Hardware Riq Test No. 2 - Prior to this test,
Delavan modified the nozzles by increasing the flow number of the
pilots to 1.0 and changing the pilot nozzle to a simplex, pressure
atomizer assembly that screwed into the nozzle body. The simplex
nozzle, which was similar to the pilot nozzle used in Phase II,
used a less efficient fuel-meterlng distributor than the original
design, thereby requiring an increase in the size of the fuel-
metering slots. This increase, together with the required
increase to accommodate the larger flow number, resulted in nozzle
hardware with a greatly reduced tendency for carbon fouling.
A rig test was performed using the modified fuel nozzles and
the same combustor configuration that was used in Rig Test No. i.
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Eleven test points were evaluated, including three at the taxi-
idle inlet conditions with the valves shut and operating on pilots
fuel nozzles only.
At the taxi-idle point there was only a slight improvement in
HC from the previous test with the original pilot-nozzle design,
with CO essentially unchanged. The taxi-ldle point was repeated
at the end of _he high-power testing to determine if there was a
variation with "hot" hardware. The data repeated almost exactly.
Finally, a test was run at the taxi-idle inlet conditions with a
22.7 kg/hr increase in fuel flow (28-percent increase) to deter-
mine the effect of fuel/air ratio on combustion efficiency. The
combustion efficiency was still less than 94 percent. The HC, CO,
and combustion efficiency for these taxi-idle points, together
with the results of the previous test with the unmodified nozzles
and the program goals, are shown below:
Rig Test No. 1
Rig Test No. 2
Rig Test No. 2, rerun
Rig Test No. 2, 22.7 kg/hr
increased fuel flow
Program Goals
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO Combustion
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel Eff, %
181.5 119.8 81.5
125.5 i16.8 86.2
122.8 125.2 86.3
46.0 88.8 93.9
6.0 30.0 99.0+
At the simulated takeoff conditions, three fuel-flow splits
(primary-secondary) were evaluated with pilot flows of _8.1, 71.7
and 95.7 out of a total of approximately 213.2 kg/hr. The fuel-
flow splits had little or no effect on emissions levels, which were
similar to those measured on Rig Test No. 1 while running on
secondaries only. These results are shown below, along with the
program goals:
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Takeoff Emissions Indexes
Rig Test No. I,
Secondaries only
Rig Test No. 2,
48.1 kg/hr primary
Rig Test No. 2,
71.7 kg/hr primary
Rig TeSt No. 2,
95.7 kg/hr primary
Program Goal
HC CO NO x
g/kg fuel _L/kg fuel g/kg fuel
0.64 7.40 6.46
0.07 9.78 6.58
0.01 10.18 6.51
0.03 10.07 6.51
.... 7.00
e. Phase iII Hardware Rig Test No. 3 - Based on experience
from Phase II where small amounts of air leakage in the vicinity
of the swirlers and fuel nozzles produced high HC and CO levels at
the taxi-ldle conditions, it was decided to seal the variable-geo-
metry swirler-valve assemblies to the combustor dome. A high-
temperature-resistant (811 K) silicon base material with some
flexibility was used as a sealant, and t_ sealed area was covered
with shim stock to protect it from direct flame contact and radia-
tion (see Figure 42). This configuration was then tested on pilot
nozzles only at the taxi-idle conditions with the valves shut.
The emissions results of this test, together with the results from
the previous test and the program goals are shown below:
i
1
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO Combustion
g/kg fuel g/kg fue ! Eff___z_%
I. Rig Test No. 3,
sealed swirlers 68.4 107.5 91.5
2. Rig Test No. 2 125.5 116.8 86.2
3. Program goals 6.0 30.0 99.0+
The test data revealed an approximate 50-percent reduction in
HC from the last test, while CO remained essentially unchanged.
As a result of the low combustion efficiency at the taxl-idle
conditions (with hardware that was designed to be _imilar to the
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Phase II hardware that produced low taxl-ldle emissions) a direct
comparison was made between the two sets of hardware. Both com-
bustors were dimensionally inspected in detail and the effective
flow area of each row of orifices and cooling holes was deter-
mined. The fuel nozzles were compared to the pressure atom_ers
used at the end of Phase II with respect to droplet size and cone
angle, both with and without shroud and swirler airflow. Also,
the possibility of increased valve body housing size causing
increased blockage and distorted flow to the small inner swirler
was evaluated.
Dimensionally, both combustors were within print tolerances.
The location cf t_e rows of orifices were essentially identical.
Determination of the effective area of these rows of orifices
revealed that with the exception of the inner cooling band at the
discharge of the combustor, the effective areas were also essen-
tially identical. The difference in area of the discharge inner
cooling band is assumed to have no appreciable effect on emission
production. The results of these flow tests are included in
Appendix A.
The Phase III piloted-airblast nozzle swirler had 91 percent
more open area than that of the Phase II pressure atomizer which
was used in the Phase II engine test that demonstrated low-idle
emissions. The fuel-spray pattern of the Phase Ill pilot nozzles
was similar to that of the Phase II pressure nozzles, and both
spray cones had a tendency to collapse as the nozzle swirler air-
flow was increased.
f. Phase III Hardware t Ri_ Test No. 4 - It was decided to
determine whether the increased blockage of the swirler valve
housings was causing the low combustion efficiencies of Test No. 3
by distorting the airflow to the combustor inner swirlers and
fuel-nozzle swirlers. The valve housings were modified by adding
a scoop to the downstream side of each assembly, thereby producing
a larger capture area for the swirlers. In addition, two fuel
nozzles were each instrumented with four static-pressure taps
90-degrees apart to measure the distortion of air flowing into the
swirlers. The two instrumented nozzles were installed 90-degrees
apart to determine circumferential variation in the swirler feed
air. One of the two igniters was replaced with a probe to deter-
mine the static pressure inside the combustor. This was used to
determine the static pressure loss across the swirlers for the
purpose of calculating swirler airflow.
Two test points were run with this configuration: taxi-idle
and approach. The taxl-idle emissions results are shown below,
together with the results of the previous test without scoops and
the program goals for comparison:
3
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Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
Rig Test No. 4 with scoops
Rig Test No. 3 without scoops
Program Goals
194.7 152.9
68.4 107.5
6.O 30.0
The stati_ pressure on the instrumented fuel nozzles was
almost identical, showing no distortion or circumferential vari-
ation. The static pressure loss across the swirlers was
4.6 percent, indicating adequate feed. The HC level was increased
by 190 percent, and CO by 50 percent.
g. Phase III Hardwaref Ri_ Test No. 5 - The significant
increase in emissions levels in Rig Test No. 4, and the uniformity
of the air feed to the dome, indicated that the reaction was too
lean in the vicinity of the fuel-injection points and the next
modification involved blocking the inner swirler of the fuel
nozzles. This produced a nozzle-swirler effective area closer to
that of the pressure atomizer used in Phase If. The scoops were
maintained to ensure even air feed, and the instrumented fuel
nozzles were also used.
This configuration was tested at three taxi-idle points; two
with decreased airflows, and at climbout.
The taxi-idle emissions values are shown below:
Rig Test No. 5
Rig Test No. 5
(18.7 percent lower airflow)
Rig Test No. 5
(_9.2 percent lower airflow)
Rig Test NO. 4
Program Goals
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO
_/k_ fuel H/k@ fuel
94.3 114.9
24.4 .............................. 49,.A ....................................
7.3 27.1
194.7 152.9
6.0 30.0
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Reducing the airflow through the nozzle swirlers brought the
idle emissions close to the values attained before the scoops were
added. However, the reduced airflow test data indicated that
reductions in emissions could be achieved by further enriching of
the reaction zone.
At climbout, the results were as follows:
Climbout Emissions Indexes
HC CO NO x
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
Rig Test No. 5 0.6 12.7 5.8
Rig Test No. 3 0.1 13.1 6.1
h. Phase Ill Hardware r Ri 9 Test No. 6 - As a result of the
improved taxi-idle emissions levels demonstrated with partially
blocked fuel-nozzle swirlers during the previous test, the next
test configuration involved running with all of the fuel-nozzle
swirlers blocked. This configuration was not considered a viable
engine system since no airflow would be available to atomize the
fuel of the airblast secondaries. However, the purpose of the
test was to determine if further reductions in taxi-idle emissions
were attainable with an increased reaction-zone fuel/air ratio.
The combustion system was tested at five taxi-idle points.
Two of the points had increased fuel flow to simulate a richer
reaction zone while maintaining a constant reference velocity.
Two other points were run with the taxi-idle fuel flow and reduced
airflow rates to produce a richer reaction zone with a decreased
reference velocity. The actual taxl-idle emissions are presented
below, together with the results of the previous test and the pro ........
gram goals for comparison:
Rig Test No. 6
Rig Test No. 5
Program Goals
Taxi-ldle Emissions Indexes
HC CO
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
11.8 44.5
94.3 114.9
6.0 30.0
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A significant reduction in both HC and CO was demonstrated
with this configuration. Figure 43 illustrates the trends of HC
and CO as a function of fuel/alr ratio, and shows that further
reductions in these pollutants are possible by enriching the
reaction zone. The figure also shows that decreasing reference
velocity had no significant effect on pollutant formation.
Inspection of the combustion syst, m after disassembly
revealed that the alrblast swirler passages of all 20 fuel nozzles
were plugged with carbon. Attempts to clean the nozzles were
unsuccessful. The nozzles were returned to Delavan where a new
tip design was installed. This tip had corotating alrblast
swirlers as opposed to the counterrotating design used in the
previous configuration. Airflow measurements on the nozzles indi-
cated an effective area reduction of 16 percent compared to the
previous design. The 1.0 flow number pressure atomizers were
retained as pilot injectors.
i. Phase III Hardware r Rig Test No. 7 - The next modifica-
tion involved blocking the combustor inner swirlers. The new fuel
nozzles were used unmodified. This resulted in a 26-percent
reduction in the effective area over the previous configuration,
thus producing a richer reaction zone. Additionally, this config-
uration allowed operation at the hlgh-power points on the alrblast
portion of the nozzles. The possible drawback to this design was
that during Phase II (while using the smaller airflow fuel
nozzles) low taxi-idle emission levels were unattainable without
the use of combustor inner swlrlers.
The combustor was tested at the four LTO power-setting points
and one additional taxi point with elevated fuel flow. At the
taxi and approach points, the valves were closed. At climbout and
takeoff the valves were full open. The taxi-idle emissions levels
are shown below, together with the results of the previous config-
uration and the program goals for comparison:
Taxi-Idle EI
Rig Test No. 7
Rig Test No. 6
Program Goals
HC CO
g/kg fuel g/k@ fuel
18.2 40.5
i1.8 44.5
6.0 30.0
The configuration showed a slight improvement in CO but an
increase in HC. This HC increase is thought to have occurred
because of the quenching effect of the nozzle airflow, which was
blocked in the previous configuration.
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Figure 43. HC and CO Emissions for Concept 2 Rig Test No. 6.
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At the climbout and takeoff po_ts, the NO x levels were
slightly above those of the previous configuration tested at the
high-power settings, as shown belowz
NO x EI
g/kg fuel
Climbout Takeoff
Rig Test No. 7 6.7 7.4
Rig Test No. 3 6.1 6.6
Program _oal --- 7.0
The takeoff NO x level was slightly above the program goal,
and 12 percent above the previous configuration. This increase is
attributed to the decreased reactlon-zone airflow caused by the
blocked inner combustion swlrlers.
Although the individual emissions indexes for this configura-
tion exceeded the program goals, when engine-to-rlg correlations
(determined during Phase II on the Concept 2 Optimization No. 1
configuration) were applied, the configuration met, or was close
to meeting, the program goals. Therefore, it was concluded that
the initial engine test would be performed with this configuration
to determine if more rig development was required.
J. Phase Ill Hardwaref Rig Test NO. 8 - As the result of
increasing HC and CO "values at the low'p0wer settings during
engine testing, the Concept 2 combustor was removed and modified.
The swirler-dome seal had deteriorated due to extensive rig and
engine testing. The modification consisted of resealing the
swirlers to the combustor dome and the sealing of the leak path
between the fuel nozzles and inner swirlers. The sealing was
accomplished using a high-temperature silicone rubber compound.
The internal seals (between the swirlers and combustor) used shim-
stock patches to protect them from thermal radiation and erosion
due to the velocity of the combustion gases. Additionally, the
washers used to block the inner swirler airflow were removed.
The combustor was installea in the combustion rig and tested
at taxi-ldle only (to extend the seal llfe). The varlable-geometry
valves were set to the closed position, and the test was made on
pilot fuel nozzles only. The emissions values are summarized
below:
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Taxi-ldle Emissions Indexes
HC CO
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel
]. Rig Test No. 8 3.3 21.9
2. Rig Test No. 7 18.2 40.5
3. Program Goals 6.0 30.0
0
The data shows that this configuration met the taxi-idle
emission goals for both HC and CO.
2. Conce_t 3 - Configurations and Emissions Results - The
Phase III modiflcations to the Phase II configuration are listed
in Table XVII along with the two modifications that were made to
the initial configuration. The emissions results obtained in each
of the three tests are given in Figure 44. Testing was conducted
to select the pilot zone that gave the optimum degree of pilot-
zone mixedness. The optimum configuration sought would produce
high efficiency at taxi-idle and a strong ignition source for the
main combustion zone at high-power conditions. The objective of
testing each modification was to obtain the optimum fuel-flow
split between the pilot- and main-combustion zone at each of the
three high-power conditions. The optimum fuel split produced
pilot-zone exit temperatures high enough to ignite the main fuel
and produce high efficiencies, but sufficiently low to minimize
the pilot-zone NO x emissions.
a. Test No. 1 - A cross-sectional drawing of the baseline
configuration is shown in Figure 45. The main fuel nozzles con-
sisted of 40 equally-spaced, alr-assisted pressure atomizers with
flow numbers of 0.7. They were inserted into individual air tubes
that fed 24 percent of the inlet airflow into the combustor at the
axial mid-point. The pilot zone at the dome of the combustor was
fueled by 20 air-assisted airblast nozzles inserted axially
through the combustor endplate. The swirlers were of the radial-
inflow type, and were the result of extensive testing in Phase II
to select the swirler that produced the highest efflciency_ The
swirlers were sized to produce a pilot-zone equivalence ratio of
0.8 at taxi-idle.
The HC and CO values obtained at the taxi-idle condition are
presented in Figure 46 as a function of air-assist pressure. Also
given are the best results of Phase II. The HC and CO emissions
goals were achieved with less (140 kPa) air-assist differential
pressure than that required in Phase If. The improvement can be
attributed to the larger pilot-zone volume.
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TABLE XVII. CONCEPT 3 TEST CONFIGURATIONS.
Test No. Modification (Comparison to Phase II Configuration
Premixing eliminated; main fuel is injected by
air-_ssisted pressure atomizers, inserted through
individual air tubes, directly into the combustor.
The dilution orifices were removed from the
combustor liner and placed in the inner and outer
transition liners to provide more residence time
for the main zone.
The primary zone volume was increased 13 percent to
provide a stronger ignition source for the main
zone combustor. The liner cooling airflow in the
dilution zone was reduced.
Dilution orifices placed back in combustor liner.
Pilot nozzles changed from air assisted airblast to
simplex pressure atomizers.
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The combustion efficiency at the approach condition was the
highest of any configuration tested in Phases II or III. The
efficiency as a function of pilot-maln fuel-flow split is plotted
in Figure 47. The improvement in efficiency was probably due to a
36-percent increase in maln-zone combustion residence time (due to
moving the dilution orifices downstream), and also to the larger
pilot-zone volume that would ha_e created a better ignition source
for the main stage resulting in a higher efficiency.
The amount of maln-stage fuel flow was varied from 60 to 80
percent of the total fuel flow at the takeoff condition to evalu-
ate the effect of the pilot-maln fuel-flow split. NO emission
values and combustion efficiency at takeoff are plotted versus
fuel flow split in Figure 48. The efficiency met th_ _equire-
ments; however, the NO v levels exceeded the goals. Furthermore,
the NO_ emissions increased with increasing main-stage fuel flow,
indica£ing that the principal source of NO was the main stage.
The majority of the NO x emissions was formea in the pilot zone in
Phase II. The effect of air assist on the main nozzles was to
lower NO x emissions by ii percent at a pressure of 345 kPa.
Post-test teardown revealed erosion of the main nozzle tips.
Nozzle tips with a higher flow number (i.0) were used as replace-
ments.
The high NO v levels of the first test indicated inadequate
mixing was occurring in the main stage; the average droplet size
produced by the main nozzles was not sufficiently small to produce
a well-mlxed, lean reaction zone.
b. Test No. 2 - A cross-section view of the second test
configuration is given in Figure 49. The dilution orifices were
removed from the transition liners and placed in the combustor
liner at the same location as in Phase II. This was done to
decrease the NO_ levels produced by the main stage by decreasing
the reaction tim%. The pilot zone remained unchanged and produced
identical results at taxi-ldle as Test 1 (as shown in Figure 46).
The reduction in residence time produced NO levels below the
goal at takeoff (as shown in Figure 48). The t_rend, observed in
Test i, of increased NO_ with increased main-stage fuel flow was
reversed, and therefore_he main stage was no longer the principal
source of NO emissions. The efficiency at the takeoff condition
was unaccepta_ie, and no further testing was done.
The low efficiency at the takeoff condition indicated that
the pilot zone was not igniting the main fuel sufficiently to
allow complete combustion to take place in the available residence
time.
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c. Test No. 3 - The degree of pilot-zone "mixedness" was
decreased for the final test in order to increase the strength of
the ignition source for the main zone. To accomplish this, the
pilot nozzles were changed from air-assisted airblast to simplex
pressure atomizers with a flow number of 0.7. The combustor is
shown in Figure 49.
The HC and CO emissions at taxi-idle were the lowest achieved
with any configuration without the use of air assist.
The NO. levels without air assist were unchanged from those
of Test 2; _owever, with 345 kPa air assist the NO decreased 15
percent. The NO v values with air assist were WXell below the
goals, and were l_ss than half of the levels produced by the pro-
duction system. However, the values were higher than those
achieved in Phases I or II. The combustion effidiency was compar-
able to the best achieved in Phase II because of the increased
strength of the main-zone ignition source (see Figure 48). Simi-
lar results were obtained at the climbout condition.
The SAE smoke number was measured to be 9.5 at the simulated
cllmbout condition at one-third the full engine pressure and with
80-percent main-stage fuel flow. No reliable correction is known
by the authors for the effect of pressure on smoke produced by a
lean combustor, but the smoke number represents a significant
reduction from the baseline combustor value of 16 at rig condi-
tions.
In order to operate the rig at the same pressure as the
engine at the approach condition, the pilot-nozzle tips were
changed to a higher (i.0) flow number. Thus, a dual-orifice
atomizer would be required for engine testing of this configura-
tion. The combustion efficiency measured at the approach condi-
tion was not as high as in the first test because of the reduced
residence time, but the efficiencies were higher than Phase II
data (see Figure 47). The smoke number was measured to be 14 at
the approach condition, with 1G-percent main-stage fuel flow. The
baseline combustor smoke number was measured to be 38 at approach.
3. Combustor Rig Performance - In addition to the gaseous
emission measurements made on the various combustor configura-
tions, performance data were also taken. Pressure loss and
pattern-factor data were taken and recorded for all test points by
the digital acquisition data system. These parameters are pre-
sented in Table XVIII for the taxl-idle and takeoff points. The
values represent the pressure loss and pattern factor that corres-
pond to the test point that produced the lowest emissions results.
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TABLE XVIII. SUMMARY, PRESSURE LOSS AND PATTERN FACTOR.
Taxi-Idle Takeoff
Pressure
Loss
_P/P, %
Temp
Spread
Factor
Pressure Temp
Loss Spread
AP/P, % Factor
Concep£ 2
Phase II Hardware Test No. 1
Phase II Hardware Test No. 2
Rig Test No. 1
Rig Test No. 2
Rig Test No. 3
!Rig Test No. 4
Rig Test No. 5
Rig Test No. 6
Rig Test No. 7
Rig Test No. 8
Rig Test NO. 9
--_mm
_w--m
6.5
6.3
7.1
7.7
7.7
7.1
8.3
8.3
7.5
0.36
0.14
0.11
0.17
0.14
0.I0
0.08
0.ii
0.23
4.9
6.3
4.9
4.7
5.5
0.09
0.13
0.23
0.10
0.09
Concept 3
Test No. 1
Test No. 2
Test No. 3
4.85
4.8
0.23
0.18
0.16
4.0
6.15
5.8
0.32
0.18
0.155
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Liner-wall temperature tests were performed at the simulated
takeoff condition on the configuration selected for the first
engine test. Stability and ignition tests were also run on this
configuration.
a. Pressure Loss - The present production combustion system
has a pressure loss of 4.5 percent at the takeoff power setting,
and the design criterion was to maintain this value as closely as
possible for all configurations. The pressure loss on reverse-
flow c_mDustors is measured from the diffuser discharge (down-
stream of a set of deswirl vanes) to the stator inlet. For
Concept 2, the takeoff pressure losses ranged from 4.9 to 5.5 per-
cent for the various configurations. Rig Test No. 8, which was
selected for the initial engine test, had a 5.5-percent value; and
while this is higher than the goal, it was felt that the pressure
loss could be reduced if engine tests had proved it necessary.
The Concept 3 configuration that produced the best results,
Test 3, had a 5.8-percent pressure loss. The reason for the high
pressure drop is unknown, since the Phase Ill combustor had the
same open area as in Phase II where the pressure drop was measured
to be 4.0 percent. However, the pressure loss could easily be
reduced by increasing liner area with a minimal effect on emis-
sions.
b. Exit Temperature Pattern Factor - The program goal for
takeoff pattern factor is a value of 0.19 or less. Table XVIII
indicates that the Concept 2 configuration selected for the ini-
tial engine test, Rig Test NO. 8, had a takeoff pattern factor of
0.092, well below the program goal.
The initial configuration of Concept 3 exceeded the pattern
factor goal, as can be seen in Table XVIII, because of the place-
ment of the dilution orifices in the transition liners. The
length available for the dilution jets to mix with the combustion
gases was decreased 35 percent, and resulted in pattern factors
greater than 0.3. When the dilution orifices were returned to the
combustor liner, the pattern factors were within the goal.
c. Combustor Durability - Temperature-sensltive paint was
used to determine the acceptability of the Concept 2 Rig Test
No. 8 combustor for engine testing. The outer panels of the com-
bustor, shown in Figure 50, reveal uniform liner temperatures,
which were also observed on the inner panels. The majority of the
liner was below 950 K, with two small areas on the inner panel
adjacent to the primary orifices having temperatures of 1089 K.
These levels were considered satisfactory for the initial engine
test.
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HOt regions as high as 1200 K were observed on the Concept 3
combustor in the primary zone, as shown in Figure 51. The hot
regions occurred near the swirlers and primary orifices, and can
be attributed to the increase in combustor channel height, since
that is the only change in the primary zone from Phase II. The
pilot-zone liner temperatures were much less in Phase II. The
Phase III combustor would require further development to meet the
combustor life goals, such as a smaller channel height pilot zone,
ceramic coatings, or additional cooling airflow.
d. I@nltlon and Stability Tests - The Concept 2 Rig Test
No. 8 system also underwent limited ignition and stability tests
prior to initial engine testing to ensure its compatibility with
engine operation. The results of the test are shown in Figure 52.
Stability tests were run with the valves both fully open and
closed. Ignition points were run with the valves closed. AlL
tests were made on pilot nozzles only.
Fuel/air ratios required for ignition tended to be 25 to 50
percent higher than the production configuration shown by the line
in Figure 52. However, the Concept 2 combustor should be compati-
ble with the engine start cycle, because the engine enrichment
system results in ignition fuel/air ratios considerably above the
line. Blowout fuel/air ratios were close to the current produc-
tion values, and this configuration was considered to have ade-
quate stability for initial engine operation. A note of interest
was that the combustor had better stability with the valves open
t,,an closed. Apparently, the high degree of swirl in the valve-
open position more than compensated for the leaner reaction zone.
No ignition or stability testing was performed on Concept 3
because of the similarities in the primary zones of Phases II and
III. The only change was in the channel height upstream of the
primary orifices, which would improve the relight and stability
limits due to longer residence times. The data obtained in
Phase II was on both sides of the required limits, and it was con-
sidered that the required performance could be achieved with
normal development efforts.
C. - ENGINE TESTS
The main emphasis of Phase III was evaluation of the
Concept 2 variabl_-geometry combustion system, on a
Model TFE731-2 engine. In addition to gaseous and particulate
emissions measurements, all facets of engine operation were to be
undertaken to determine the compatibility of the Concept 2 combus-
tion system with required engine performance levels. These test
efforts were divided into three main areas: engine installation
and initial testing; steady-state emissions and performance test-
ing; and acceleration and deceleration testing. The procedures
and facilities for each of these activities is described fully in
Chapter II, Section F.2.
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The final configuration tested produced the best overall
emissions results, and these results are summarized below for the
taxi-idle and takeoff points along with the program goals for com-
parison:
Taxi-Idle EI Takeoff EI SAE
HC CO NO x Smoke
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel g/kg fuel No.
Concept 2 0.5 25.7 15.2 22.5
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 10.0 40.0
The Concept 2 system met the HC_ CO, and smoke goals, but exceeded
the goal for NO x.
Table XIX is a description of the various modifications
evaluated during the engine-test portion of the phase, and
Figure 53 is a bar chart that shows the taxi-idle and takeoff
emissions levels for the corresponding test numbers. In all, nine
engine tests were performed; one during initial testing, and eight
during steady-state emissions and performance testing. Two of the
combustor configurations underwe_ t acceleration and deceleration
testing. A brief description of these tests and the test results
is given in the following paragraphs. The complete test results
are given in Appendix B.
i. Engine Installation and Initial Testing
The combustion system evaluated in Rig Test No. 7 was
selected for Engine Test No. 1. The first step of the initial
test was a trial assembly of this hardware with mating engine com-
ponents and the required minor modifications to the engine and
test cell hardware. These modifications are listed below:
o The fuel-flow divider valve was modified to phase in
fuel flow to the airblast secondary nozzles at flows in
excess of 113 kg/hr. This resulted in taxi-idle opera-
tion on pilots only.
o The Model TFE731-2 fuel pump was replaced with a Model
ATF3-6 pump. This pump had outlet and inlet ports that
connected to the variable-geometry actuator to supply
motive pressure.
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TABLE XIX. CONCEPT 2 ENGINE TEST CONFIGURATIONS.
Engine
Test No. Modification
Identical to Rig Test No. 7
Combustor swlrlers were resealed to the dome
(Repaired damaged seals)
Removed blockage of combustor inner swirler
Fuel flow divider crack point reset to 113 kg/hr
80 0.56-cm diameter orifices added to the dilution
zone
The pilot nozzles were changed from a flow number
of 1,0 to 0.7
The 80 0.56-cm diameter orifices added in the
previous experiment were enlarged to 0.89 cm
diameter
The outer swirlers were changed from a 60-degree
vane angle configuration to 45 degrees which
increased the effective flow area
The combustor outer diameter was increased to
improve the seal with the outer transition liner
The orifices for cooling air for the outer primary
panel were reduced by one-third
The dilution zone effective area was increased by
165 percent by Slotting the existing orifices
The dilution zone area was decreased in order to
return the combustor pressure drop to five percent
The primary orifices were reduced in diameter to
keep the primary zone equivalence ratio the same
as in the previous configuration
Blocked half of the primary orifices
Increased pilot nozzle spray angle 15 degrees to
85 degrees
All primary orifices blocked
Total cooling orifice area of the first and second
panels were reduced by 50 percent
O.D. dilution orifices plunged
,u, .
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a. Engine Test No. 1 - The first engine test (Test No. IA
and IB) consisted of only low-power conditions to check out the
engine and all the associated instrumentation and hardware. TI_
test was interrupted to correct several minor problems, and then
continued. Figure 54 shows the engine installed in the thrust
stand with the emission probe in place. A close-up of the Concept 2
fuel manifolds and actuation system is shown in Figure 55.
Gaseous emissions data were taken at three power settings:
taxi-ldle, approach, and an intermediate setting. At taxi-idle,
the run was made with the variable-geometry valves closed and on
primary fuel only. At approach, seven valve angles were run; 0,
22.5, 30, 45, 60, 67.5, and 90 degrees. Fuel flow was through both
circuits with the flow-divlder crack point being 113 kg/hr. The
third power setting run was at approximately 7.]. kN of thrust
(indicated), and was limited by high engine vibration levels. The
run was made with the valves at 90 degrees. Following this data
scan, the valve position potentlometer became defective and would
not indicate properly. Because of the high engine vibration and
loss of valve-position indication, a decision was made to shut
down.
At taxl-ldle, the HC and CO values were 5.4 and 29.1 g/kg
fuel, respectively (corrected to model pressure) which meets the
program goals of 6.0 and 30.0 g/kg fuel. However, the fuel/air
ratio (from emissions) was 0.0121, which is considerably higher
than the model value of 0.0105, and a richer reaction would tend
to produce lower levels of pollutants. Because of the high-
ambient temperature (317 K), it was not possible to operate the
engine near the model fuel/air ratio. The effect of ambient
temperature on turbine engine performance is significant and above
a certain temperature, the fuel/air ratio is high even when
operating at reduced thrust levels. It was decided to rerun the
taxi-idle data at night when the ambient temperature would be
closer to standard-day conditions.
At approach, HC increased as the valve was opened from 0 to
90 degrees (0.i to 1.5 g/kg fuel). However, there was a step
increase between the 22.5- and 45-degree position. This same step
increase appeared for CO, which varied from 3.0 to 21.3 g/kg fuel.
The NO x showed a reduction of 24 percent from the valve-closed to
the valve-open position, with a 43- and 327- percent increase in HC
and CO, respectively, over the same range. The approach data are
shown in Figures 56 and 57 as a function of valve angle.
The engine was subsequently run again after the vibration
problem was corrected as Engine Test NO. IB at taxi-idle and a
data scan made. It was then accelerated to 100-percent available
power for the prevailing ambient conditions (T2 = 308 K). The
valves were opened during acceleration. Following a data scan at
100-percent power, the engine was decelerated to 90, 75, and 50
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Figure 55. Concept 2, Fuel Manifolds and Actuation
System.
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percent, and approach with data scans made at each power setting.
At approach, four valve settings were evaluated; 90, 60, 30, and 0
degrees. With the valves at 0 degrees the engine was decelerated
to taxi-idle and another data scan made.
The taxi-idle data (corrected to model pressure) from this
test showed an appreciable increase over the data from Engine
Test IA, as shown below:
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
Engine Test IA
Engine Test IB
Engine Test IB
(repeat)
Program Goals
HC CO F/A T 3
g/kq fuel g/kg fuel (emissions)
5.2 29.1 0.0121 410
42.9 72.7 0.0126 401
39.4 68.8 0.0115 407
6.0 30.0 0.0105 370
The similarities in fuel/air ratio and combustor inlet
temperature would preclude a leaner reaction zone or hotter inlet
temperature as the reasons for the HC and CO increases. A flow
check of the pilot nozzles following engine disassembly showed the
flows to be to specification with acceptable spray qualities.
Inspection of the combustor interior revealed that two of the
shimstock seals had been badly damaged, and several others had
developed minor holes. Figure 58 shows the damaged seals. During
rig testing, when these seals were installed to prevent air leakage
between the combustor/swirler interface, the level was reduced by
approximately 50 percent.
The data taken at the approach setting would tend to indicate
that there was a significant change in the combustor operation
between Engine Test IA and IB.
Figures 59 and 60 show that the HC and CO levels at approach,
as a function of valve angle, changed dramatically between Engine
Test No. IA and IB. The change appeared to begin between the
22.5- and 45-degree valve angle setting. It was felt that the
dramatic increase in HC and CO at taxi-idle and approach from the
two runs was a result of the deterioration of the combustor-
swirler seals.
At the high-power setting, the corrected* NO x was as follows:
*The values were corrected as explained in Chapter If,
Section G.2.b, with a pressure exponent of 0.5.
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Figure 58. View Showing Damaged Seals.
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Figure 59. HC Emission Index Versus Valve Angle Setting.
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Figure 60. CO Emission Index Versus Valve Angle Setting.
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Engine Test No. IB
Rig Test No. 7
Program Goals
C1 imbout Takeoff
NO x El F/A NO x EI F/A
q/kg fuel (emissions[ _ (emissions)
ll.6 0.0152 12.9 0.0156
12.1 0.0146 13.8 0. 0151
...... 10.0 0.0154
In order for rig values to equal the engine values, the cor-
rection exponents to the ratio of rlg-to-englne pressures would be
0.44 and 0.47 for climbout and takeoff, respectively.
The combustor had been painted with temperature-sensitive
paint, and Figures 61 and 62 show typical inner and outer panel
temperatures. The outer panels ran 866 to 950 K over most of the
surface. The inner panels had two hot spots of 1200 K ; however,
this was considered satisfactory for testing, and no
wall-cooling development was undertaken.
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Figure 61. Inner panel Temperatures.
MP-68907
Figure 62. Outer Panel Temperatures.
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b. Englne Performance and Fan-Duct Correlation Test - The
test engine, S/N 7353, was built with the production combustion
system and was tested with both the performance and mlnl-fan duct.
The minl-fan duct was several feet shorter than the perfozmance
duct and accepted the varlable-geometry actuation system without
costly modification. The purpose of the test was to determine the
performance level of the engine, and the magnitude of the perform-
ance reduction experienced with the mlnl-fan duct. These data
were compared with engine test data with the Concept 2 combustion
system using the mlnl-fan duct.
Both configurations were tested at six power settings (taxi-
idie, i00-, 90-, 75-, 50- and 30-percent power). Performance and
emissions data were taken at each power setting. With the stan-
dard performance duct, the engine interstage turbine temperature
(Tt5) was 0.9 percent higher (at N2/v/_ = 19,000 rpm) than the pro-
duction requirements; however, TSFC was 0.2 percent lower than the
requirements. In addition, the thrust-versus-Nl r_lationshlp for
the engine was nearly the same as the average of 200 production
engines. Therefore, the performance of this development engine
was slightly below new production engine specifications, but ade-
quate for development-test purposes.
A thrust reduction of 9.4 percent (at NI_= 19,000 rpm) was
measured with the mini-fan duct compared with the pe_£ormance fan
ducts. With the Concept 2 combustor installed in the engine (also
with mini-fan duct), a thrust reduction of 11.2 percent was
recorded at the same N1 speed, compared with the standard fan
duct. This 1 to 2 percent additional reduction in thrust may have
been caused by the Concept 2 combustion system and/or instrumenta-
tion error. Although the Concept 2 pressure losses were equiva-
lent to current Model TFE731 standard combustors, differences in
radial temperature profile and zesultant changes in turbine
efficiencies may have caused part of the thrust reduction.
2. Steady-State Emissions and Performance Testing
a. Engine Test No. 2 - Following Engine Test No. I, the
combustor was removed and The combustor-swlrler seals replaced.
Additionally, the washers that sealed the inner swirlers were
removed to produce a leaner reaction zone at the hlgh-power set-
tings. Also, the fuel nozzles were sealed to the inner swirlers
by the use of a high--temperature silicone rubber compound to
prevent air leakage in the vicinity of the fuel nozzles.
This configuration underwent a brief rig test
No. 8) at only th_ taxi-ldle power setting prior
installed in the engine.
(Rig Test
to being
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The engine was tested for gaseous emissions over the full
range of operating points. This involved running at the four LTO
power settings, and fiv_ additional points. A 24-point sampling
probe was used that could sample from two separate circuits of 12
sample points each. At the LTO power settings, samples were made
with both 12-point circuits to determine stratification effects of
the exhaust gases. At the other power settings the two circuits
were combined, and only one sample from the 24 sample points was
taken. Smoke measurement tests followed the gaseous emission
test. Smoke was sampled at six power-settlng points from taxi-
idle to takeoff. Smoke measurements were made through both probe
circuits for all power settings tested.
At the approach setting, a series of data points were taken
at various angle setting of the combustor variable-geometry
valves. During the gaseous emissions test, emissions were mea-
sured at valve angles of 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. For the smoke
points only, valve angles of 0 and 90 degrees were set during the
testing. Samples were taken through both probe circuits for all
valve angles tested for both gaseous emissions and smoke.
At the taxi-idle setting (0.89 kN thrust) the following emis-
sion levels were measured:
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
Engine Test No. 2
Rig Test No. 8
Engine Test No. IB
Prog[am Goals
HC CO F/A
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel (emissions)
5.2 22.5 0.0119
3.3 21.9 0.0102
42.9 72.7 0.0126
6.0 30.0 0.0105
Because of the relatively high ambient temperature (308 K)
the fuel/air ratio at taxl-ldle was above the engine model 288 K
ambient value. Attempts to further reduce the fuel/air ratio by
operating at a lower power setting (sub-idle point) actually
increased the fuel/alr ratio slightly.
At the climbout and takeoff points, the NO x levels were
essentially unchanged from the Engine Test No. IB configuration,
as shown below:
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Cllmbout
NO x El
g/kg fuel
Takeoff
NO x EI
_/kg fuel
Engine Test No. 2 11.5
Engine Test NO. IB 11.6
Program Goal
12.7
12.9
I0.0
Smoke measurements on the engine gave a smoke number of 25.
This was well below the program goal of 40.
Engine Test No. 3 - The purpose of this test was to repeat the
previous engine test with a colder ambient temperature in order to
meet the required idle fuel/air ratio. The test configuration was
identical to that of the previous test with one exception, the
flow divider had been tested after engine Test No. 2 and found to
have a crack point of 145 kg/hr, which was higher than desired.
The crack point was reset to 113 kg/hr.
The initial testing was limited to the taxi-idle condition
because of a malfunctioning digital acquisition system. The data
did indicate that the combustion efficency did not meet the goal,
and the flow divider was reset to a higher crack point (145
kg/hr) to ensure no fuel leakage from the secondary circuit.
The taxi-idle test points were repeated and results very sim-
ilar to the initial data were obtained. A taxi-idle fuel/air
ratio near the required value was obtained, because of the lower
ambient temperature (289 K) and the use of the engine surge valve.
The surge valve, which bleeds air from the LP compressor to pre-
vent surge during transients, is normally open at idle and was
closed during this testing to lower the engine fuel/air ratio.
The taxi-idle condition results, corrected to standard pressure,
were as follows:
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
Engine Test No. 3
(surge valve open)
Engine Test No. 2
(surge valve closed)
Engine Test No. 3
(surge valve closed)
HC CO F/A
g/kg fuel g/kg fu@l (emissions)
6.9 25.4 0.0115
5.2 22.5 0.0119
9.8 30.3 0.010_
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 0.0105
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The results were comparable to Test No. 2 at the higher
fuel/alr ratio. At near the required fuel/air ratio, the CO emis-
sions were close to the goal, but the HC was above the program
goal.
The engine was tested over the entire operating _ange up to
takeoff, and the NO x values at the hlgh-power points were as fol-
lows:
i. Engine Test No. 3
2. Engine Test No. 2
3. Program Goals
Cllmbout Takeoff
NO X EI , F/A NO X EI F/A
glkg fuel (emissions) g/kf_! (emissions)
Ii.i 0.0147 12.4 0.0154
I1.5 0.0147 12.7 0.0154
-- 0.0147 i0.0 0.0154 .........
c. Engine Test No. 4 - In order to meet the HC goal, it was
necessary to enrich the reaction zone at taxi-idle. This was
accomplished by adding orifices to the dilution zone. Eighty
5.6-mm diameter orifices were added, which increased the total
_ffective area of the combustor by 116 mm 2. The additional ori-
fices increased the calculated reaction zone fuel/air ratio by
i0 percent at taxi-idle.
The engine was tested over the entire operating range using
the 24-polnt sampling probe. Sub-idle and rich-idle points were
not tested and smoke was not measured, but tests were made at the
taxi-idle point both with and without the compressor surge valve
open.
At the taxl-idle point, the HC and CO emission levels were as
shown below:
Engine Test No. 4,
Engine Test No. 3,
Program Goals
Taxi-ldle Emissions Indexes
HC CO F/A
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel (emission)
10.6 32.4 0.0106
9.8 30.3 0.0108
6.0 30.0 0.0105
The data indicated an increase in HC and CO levels from the
previous test, even though the dilution-zone area had been
increased by 29 percent.
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A teardown inspection revealed that the combustor O.D. was
undersized by 1.2 mm, which would have produced a leak path for
the combustor air. However, this should have produced lower HC
and CO levels, not higher.
The fuel nozzles were flow checked and the difference between
maximum and minimum flow rates was found to be 20 percent of the
maximum flow rate. This was considerably above the allowable var-
iation of i0 percent. Additionally, a slight amount of streaking
was observed on several of the nozzles.
d. En@ine Test No. 5 - The following modifications were
made in the varlable-geometry combustion system for the Engine
Test No. 5 configuration:
The pilot nozzle tips were changed from a flow number of
1.0 to 0.7 to improve atomization at taxi-idle.
The dilution orifices were enlarged from 5.6- to 8.9-mm
diameter, which increased the dilution area 40 percent.
o The outer swirlers (60-degree vanes) were replaced by
increased airflow swirlers (45-degree vanes) to
maintain the existing Rrimary-zone equivalence ratio at
high-power settings. The change in vane angle was
required to increase the swirler effective area.
o The combustor outer diameter was increased for a better
seal with the outer transition liner to minimize air
leakage.
The engine was tested over the entire operating range,
including sub- and rich-approach with the combustor valves being
cycled from 0 to 90 degrees open. Smoke was also measured.
At the taxi-idle point, the HC and CO emission levels were as
shown in the following table:
Engine Test No. 5, 0.89 cm
diameter dilution orifices
Engine Test No. 4, 0.56 cm
diameter dilution orifices
Engine Test No. 3, no
additional dilution
orifices
Program Goals
Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO F/A
g/kg fuel _/k_ fuel (emissions[
6.5 35.9 0.0106
10.6 32.4 0.0106
9.8 30.3 0.0108
6.0 30.0 0.0105
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A reduction in HC emissions was achieved, but CO, NOx, and
smoke emissions increased. Raising the prlmary-zone equivalence
ratio and improving the atomization were the probable reasons for
the improvement in HC emissions.
The increase in CO emissions was attributed to inadequate
sealing between the combustor and swirler; raising the equivalence
ratio by decreasing the primary-zone airflow (and therefore
increasing the residence time) should not have increased CO
levels. The sensitivity of the CO emissions levels to quenching
by air leaking around the swirlers was evidenced by an increase in
the CO index at taxi-idle from 36 to 42 g/kg fuel in a second data
point taken after the seals were damaged by running at takeoff
power.
The primary-zone equivalence ratio at takeoff (0.4) was the
same for Engine Test No. 5 as for the baseline test on Engine Test
No. 3 because of the increased airflow through the 45-degree
swirlers. Therefore, the increased NOx and smoke number are
attriDuted to the 45-degree swirl produced by the new swirlers.
The comDustor had been painted with temperature-sensitive
paint, and was 978 K or less on the outer liner and most of the
inner liner. Near the inner primary orifices, 1200 K hot spots
did appear, probably due to flameholding near the primary jets.
e. Engine Test No. 6 - The following modifications were
made in the variable-geometry combustion system prior to Engine
Test No. 6.
o The combustor swirlers were more securely attached to
the oombustor dome to prevent seal leakage and/or loss.
o The cooling on the outer liner first skirt was reduced
by one-third to increase efficiency at taxi-idle.
o The dilution-zone area was increased further by slotting
the orifices to enrich the primary zone--again to
increase efficiency at taxi-idle. The dilution-zone.
effective area was increased by 165 percent.
The engine was tested at rich and normal taxi-idle, and was
terminated because of high CO values. The results are shown
Delow:
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Taxi-Idle Emissions Indexes
HC CO F/A
g/kg fuel g/kg fuel (emissions)
Engine Test No. 6 2.7 53.1 0.0104
slotted dilution
zone
Engine Test No. 5
0.89 cm dilution
orifices
6.5 35.9 0.0106
Program Goals 6.0 30.0 0.0105
The increase in CO could have been caused by the reduced
pressure drop (3.5 percent) of the Engine Test No. 6 configura-
tion, compared with the Engine Test No. 5 configuration (4.5 per-
cent, calculated). However, the HC emissions would also have been
adversely affected by a lower pressure drop and less mixing, but
were not. Another possible explanation is that enriching the pri-
mary zone had increased the thermal loading on the high temper-
ature silicone rubber compound and shim stock sealing the swirler
to the combustor. This may have caused the silicone rubber com-
pound to be destroyed more rapidly than in previous tests, and the
seals would have begun to leak shortly after light-off. During
teardown following the test, it was found that the seals had been
destroyed on several swirlers, which had not been observed on pre-
vious taxi-idle only tests. The HC emissions should also have
been increased if the seals were inadequate, but previous tests
have shown that HC emissions are less sensitive than CO to airflow
leakage around the swirler.
f. Engine Test No. 7 - The following modifications were
made in the variable-geometry combustion system prior to Engine
Test No. 7.
o The dilution area was decreased in order to return the
combustor pressure drop to 5 percent.
o The primary orifices were decreased to 3.2-mm diameter
to maintain the primary-zone equivalence ratio at 0.8,
and reduce quenching due to the primary jets.
The engine was tested from taxi-idle to rich approach. No
further testing was done because digital data acquisition and
hardware problems delayed the test until the ambient temperature
was too high to obtain the model fuel/air ratio at taxi-idle.
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Engine Test No. 7
reduced primary
orifices
Engine Test No. 6 2.7
slotted dilution
zone
Engine Test No. 5 6.5
0.89-cm diameter
dilution orifices
Program Goals 6.0
Taxi-Idle'Emissi0ns Indexes
HC CO FIA
g/kg fuel g/k@ fuel (emissions)
3.0 35.1 0.0102
53.1 0.0104
35.9 0.0106
30.0 0.0105
The HC index remained near the low value achieved in the
prior test and the CO level returned to the lower levels achieved
in previous tests (35.l-g/kg fuel at taxi-idle). Reducing the
primary orifice diameter was ineffective in controlling quenching
of CO. A probable reason is that the reaction could have been
occurring near the liner walls, and the 2.5-cm penetration (cal-
culated) of the primary Jets was still sufficient to cause quench-
ing.
g. En@ine Test No. 8 - A detailed review showed that the
Phase III -_frblast fuel nozzles had a fuel spray cone angle
15 degrees narrower than that of the Phase II pressure atomizers.
The angle was measured under simulated taxi-idle conditions. Fuel
nozzle spray angle can have a significant effect on emissions if
the fuel droplets are not so small that they simply follow the
airflow. The piloted airblast nozzles were sent back to Delavan,
and the spray angle was increased by 20 degrees (to 85 degrees) by
increasing the spray angle of the pilot nozzle tip and enlarging
the nozzle-swirler discharge area. In addition, the primary
orifices in between the swirlers were removed in order to reduce
quenching of the taxi-idle reaction.
The engine was tested from taxi-idle to approach with the
swirler valves closed, and from sub-approach to takeoff with the
valves fully open. The taxi-idle results are given below:
Engine Test No. 8
Engine Test No. 7
Program Goals
Taxi-Idle Emlssions Indexes
HC
g/kq .fuel
1.9
3.0
6.0
CO
q/kg fuel
33.7
35.1
30
lemissions)
0.0105
0.0102
0.0105
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The CO index at taxi-idle was reduced to very close to the
goals, but the CO index at approach (18.4 g/kg fuel) increased
substantially above previous test results (8.0 g/kg fuel). The
EPAP's calculated from the test data are given below. As shown,
the CO EPAP is not close to the goals in spite of the low values at
taxi-idle.
Engine Test No. 8
Program Goals
EPAP
(ib/1000 Ib thrust-hr/cycle)
_c co _ox
0.5 11.3 3.9
1.6 9.4 3.7
Because of the increased CO at approach, the taxi-idle CO
emissions must be reduced to below the previous goal of 30 g/kg
fuel in order to meet the required EPAP.
The effect of removing half Of the primary orifices should
have been to increase NOx emissions due to increased residence
time. However, improved fuel-air mixing caused by the larger fuel-
nozzle spray angle was more dominant, and NOx therefore decreased.
The NOx EPAP of 3.9 (see above) was one of the lowest achieved in
Phase Ill. The measured smoke number of 30 was much improved over
previous results, and was also probably due to the larger fuel-
nozzle spray angle.
Liner temperatures were determined subsequent to the engine
test to be generally below 980 K, with some hot regions (1090 K) on
the inner liner near the primary orifices.
h. En_.ne Test No. 9 - The following modifications were
made to reduce CO quenching in the combustor prior to Engine Test
No. 9:
o
o
The primary orifices were completely blocked
Half of the cooling airflow was removed from the first
and second panels on both the inner and outer liners
o The outer rows of dilution orifices were changed from
flush to plunged by the insertion of grommets in order
to minimize the distance that the jets travel upstream
toward the primary zone.
The combustor was also instrumented with 14 thermocouples to
supplement the temperature-sensitive paint to measure liner tem-
peratures.
13@
Taxi-Idle Emissi-ons _ndexes
H_ co _,A?-W=-=
fuel g/kg fuel (emissions)
Engine Test No. 9 0.3
Engine Test No. 8 1.9
Program Goals 6.0
28.3 0.0105
33.7 0.0105
30 0.0105
The CO level at taxi-ldle was reduced sufficiently so that
the CO EPAP goal was achieved in spite of a further increase in the
CO level at approach (22 g/kg fuel). The EPAP's calculated for
this test are given below:
Engine Test NO. 9
Engine Test No. 8
Program Goals
EPAP
(Ib/1000 ib thrust-hr/cycle)
_ co Nox
0.2 9.2 5.06
0.5 11.3 3.9
1.6 9.4 3.7
The removal of all of the primary orifices decreased
quenching at the taxi-idle mode, but it also lengthened the resi-
dence time at the takeoff mode. The increase in reaction time was
sufficient to increase the NOx emissions from the previous level
(an EPAP of 3.9) which was near the goal to a level comparable to
that of production engines (an EPAP of 5.06) in spite of the lean
primary zone at takeoff.
The reduction in cooling airflow produced numerous hot
regions (1090 K) on the inner liner on the first and second
panels. The thermocouples recorded a peak temperature of 1138 K
on the inner liner. The outer liner was below 980 K on the major-
ity. of the liner surfaces.
The reduction in quenching lowered the smoke emissions to
22.5, significantly below the visability limits (40).
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3. Acceleration and Deceleration Testing
Two Concept 2 combustion system configurations underwent
acceleration and deceleration testing--Engine Tests No. 2 and
No. 5. The procedure for these tests is fully described in
Chapter II, Section F.2.
a. Engine Test No. 2 - The acceleration test was performed
from the taxi'idle point and also from the 15-percent power point
(as required by the FAA). In both cases the variable-geometry
valves were cycled manually from closed to open at approximately
the approach thrust level (30-percent thrust). There is a
5-second acceleration time limit when starting from 15-percent
speed and the engine met this requirement.
The engine also met the 7-second deceleration requirement.
The variable-geometry valves were manually cycled from open to
closed as the engine passed through the approach thrust level.
b. Engine Test No. 5 - The test procedures and results were
identical to the previous results. The engine met the 5-second
acceleration requirements when accelerated from the 15-percent
power point. The 7-second deceleration requirement was also met.
D. ASSESSMENT OF EMISSIONS RESULTS
Significant reductions in combustion-chamber emission levels
were demonstrated during Phase III. The majority of the Concept 2
results were attained under actual engine tests, and the Concept 3
results were measured entirely during rig tests. The emissions
reductions were, in both cases, attained without the loss of com-
bustor performance; but both concepts do represent an increase in
the degree of complexity over the present Model TFE731-2 produc-
tion combustion system.
i. Concept 2 - The first two engine tests were run with
high ambient temperatures, which resulted in the taxi-idle points
being run at fuel/air ratios that were considerably higher than
the engine model. The HC and CO levels were quite low, and it was
originally felt that, although the low-power emissions would
increase somewhat with decreasing fuel/air ratio, they would still
be below the program goals. This did not prove to be the case.
Engine Test No. 3 was the first configuration to run at the proper
taxi-idle fuel/air ratio, and this produced EPAP's as shown below:
Engine Test No. 3
EPAP
(Ib/1000 Ib thrust-hr/cycle) SA___EE
R__c co Nox smoke
2.58 8.72 4.17 25
Program Goals 1.6 9.4 3.7 40
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Subsequent modifications, as listed in Table XX, were made
to enrich the primary zone and consequently reduce HC emissions by
enlarging the dilution area. Other modifications to reduce HC
emissions incorporated improvements in the pilot-nozzle atomiza-
tion and a reduction in the airflow on one primary cooling panel.
During the testing of these modifications in Engine Tests No. 4,
5, and 6, the CO was found to be high. The primary orifices were
reduced and finally eliminated to lessen CO quenching during the
subsequent engine tests. In addition, the fuel-nozzle spray angle
was increased 15 degrees in Engine Test No. 8 to improve effic-
iency, and all cooling in the primary zone was reduced by one-half
to further reduce CO quenching in Engine Test No. 9. The elimin-
ation of all primary orifices to reduce CO emissions was the cause
for the increased NO x levels in Engine Test No. 9. This configur-
ation met the goals for HC, CO, and smoke, but was high on N0 X.
TABLE XX. EFFECTS OF ENGINE MODIFICATIONS ON THE EPA PARAMETERS
_PAP
(ib/1000 lb thrust-hr/c_cle)
Engine
Test No. H__CC CO N__O0X
3 (Baseline) 2.6 8.7 4.2
4 2.8 9.2 4.1
5 1.7 10.9 4.3
6 Tested at taxi-idle only
7 Tested at taxi-idle only
8 0.5 11.3 3.9
9 0.2 9.2 5.1
Program Goals 1.6 9.4 3.7
SAE
Smoke
_5
44
30
22.5
40.0
2. Conce_t 3- Emissions levels below the goals were demon-
strated in Phase III with a staged combustion system much less
complex than the premix designs of Phases I-and II. The reduc-
tions in NOx emissions were not as high as achieved in Phase II
because of the elimination of the premixing; however, the
Phase III NO X levels were within the goals of the program. The
Test 3 Phase III results are compared to the best results of
Phase I and II below. The rig results were adjusted by the pro-
cedures outlined in Chapter II.
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EPAP
(ib/1000 ib thrust-hr/cycle)
Concept 3 Configurations
Program
Pollutant Goa____!l
Phase III Phase III
Phase_____.___IPhase II Air-Assist No Air-Assist
HC 1.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5
CO 9.4 8.3 7.6 8.2 8.2
NO x 3.7 2.7 2.9 3.5 3.8
The Phase III results are presented with and without 345 kPa
air-assist differential pressure and with 80-percent main stage
fuel flow at takeoff and olimbout (the 80-percent main stage fuel
flow at climbout was not run without air assist, but was estimated
oy similar data at takeoff). The main stage fuel flow was 1-per-
cent of the total at the approach condition. No air assist was
necessary at taxi-idle. The SAE smoke number was 9.5 measured at
one-thlrd of the engine pressure at the climbout condition, and 14
at the approach condition at actual engine pressure with 10 per-
cent main fuel flow. It is believed that the smoke goal of 40 was
attained at the climbout condition, but only a test at full engine
pressure could verify this.
Rapid engine acceleration would probably require a full main
stage fuel manifold at the approach condition. The maximum main
stage fuel flow that could be staged at approach while maintaining
low CO levels was 1 percent of the total fuel flow. If staging of
this amount is found to be impractical, integral pressurizing
valves could be used to fill the main-stage manifold at approach
or lower power settings.
The amount of fuel-air mixing achieved in the main stage with
pressure atomizers was not adequate to meet the NO X requirement
without the use of air assist. However, it is believed that air-
blast nozzles used in the main stage would eliminate the need for
air assist. The staged configuration that would give the best
emissions results would be the same as the Test NO. 3 con-
figuration, except dual-orifice pressure atomizers would be
required in the pilot zone and airblast nozzles in the main stage.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results contained in this report document the activity
conducted under the third phase of a three-phase program entitled
Pollution Reduction Technology Program for Small Jet Aircraft
Engines (Class TI). The overall objective of this program was to
identify, develop, and demonstrate techniques capable of reducing
emissions of unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, oxides of
nitrogen, and smoke to levels below the standards which had been
proposed for implementation in 1979 by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. The EPA standards were subsequently amended for T1
class engines, however, the emissions levels originally proposed by
the EPA remained as goals for this program. The combustion system
from the AiResearch Mode]. TFE731-2 Turbofan Engine was the base-
line design for the program effort. The constraints placed upon
the designs were that emissions reductions be obtained with no
deterioration in combustion performance or durability levels, and
with no changes to the engine envelope.
The Phase I program identified three conceptual approaches
that involved increasing degrees of developmental complexity
towards meeting the emissions goals. These approaches included
advanced modifications to the existing Model TFE731-2 combustion
system, a variable-geometry combustion system using airblast fuel
injectors, and a premix/prevaporization combustion system with
axially-staged fuel injection (identified as Concepts i, 2, and 3,
respectively). Combustion rig screening testing was conducted in
Phase I to narrow down the candidate approaches to the best two.
The Concept 2 variable-geometry system and Concept 3 premix/
prevaporization systems were chosen to undergo further combustion
rig development in Phase II. Phase I testing revealed that for
Concept 2 at least two-position variable airflow to the fuel noz-
zle air swirlers was necessary to meet all emissions levels.
The purpose of Phase II testing was to develop the selected
combustion systems through iterative rig testing to obtain combus-
tion hardware, operation and performance that were compatible with
the TFE731-2 engine. In addition, two engine tests with rig-
adapted hardware were provisioned for the purpose of obtaining
engine-to-test rig emissions correlations. During Phase II one
combustion system, the Concept 2 variable-geometry system, was
identified as having the most potential for meeting the program
goals in a time-effective manner in that it would require the
least amount of development to ensure engine geometric and opera-
tional compatibility. The development of the variable-airflow
system continued in Phase II. Test results indicated that all
emissions were close to the program goals.
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The Phase III program involved engine testing of the Con-
cept 2 variable geometry design. The system was engine tested at
various power settings from taxi-idle to takeoff under steady-
state conditions and emissions and engine performance data were
taken. Additionally, acceleration and deceleration tests were
made to check conformance with FAA requirements. Prior to the
engine tests, the system underwent limited rig testing to check
performance compatibility with engine requirements. In addition,
Concept 3, the axial staged fuel injection system also underwent
limited rig testing.
The Concept 2 design produced engine test results which met
the HC, CO and smoke goals but failed to meet the NOx goal. In
terms of engine performance, this system was considered compatible
with the TFE731 engine and demonstrated satisfactory acceleration
and deceleration characteristics, however, the combustion liner
would require additional development to match the durability
(life) of the present production combustor.
The test results demonstrated the feasibility of variable
geometry devices to control the reaction zone equivalence ratio as
a means of limiting emissions levels. The test data also indicated
the sensitivity of the system to the fuel injector design and to
the interface between the fuel injectors and the combustor. Small
amounts of air leakage in the vicinity of the fuel injectors dis-
charge produced order-of-magnitude increases in the HC and CO
emission indices at the taxi-idle power settings. To a lesser
degree, pollutant formation was also sensitive to spray quality.
Limitations in the Concept 2 hardware prevented a totally satis-
factory solution to the air-leakage problem and, although improve-
ments were made with the fuel injectors, additional development
could have produced further reductions in taxi-idle emission
levels. Therefore, it was necessary to richen the reaction zone
in order to meet the taxl-ldle emission goals. However, this also
produced a richer reaction zone at the high power setting which
could not be compensated for by the available variable geometry
hardware. This resulted in NO x levels which exceeded the program
goals.
It is recommended that for further variable geometry combus-
tion system development the dome air swlrlers be permanently
attached to the dome and all air leak paths sealed. The fuel noz-
zles should also have a positive seal at the interface with the
dome swirlers. Such devices as piston rings could be used which
would allow for assembly tolerances and thermal expansion during
operation. It is also recommended that, in addition to the
swirler airflow, the combustor dilution air or the primary zone
cooing airflow be controlled by variable geometry. This would
allow a greater difference between the combustor primary zone
equivalence ratios at taxi-idle and takeoff conditions and the
attainment of a more nearly optimum equivalence ratio at each
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power setting. Also, quenching of the reaction at taxl-ldle, due
to increases in cooling airflow caused by the closing of the
swirler valves, would be reduced. With these modifications,
together with properly developed fuel injectors, it would be pos-
sible to meet the program taxi-idle CO and HC emissions goals with
a somewhat leaner reaction zone, as has been demonstrated in pre-
vious phases. A greater contrast between low-power and high-power
reaction-zone airflows would strongly enhance the probability of
meeting the program NO x emissions goals.
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ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
1 Cooling
2 P_imary
3 Coolin9
4 COOling
5 Dilution
6 Dilution
O_TER LINER
AIRFLOW, PERC_T OF INLET
NUMBER OF DIAMETER TOTAL
ORIFICES cm AREA, ca2 C
100 " 0.267 6.7 3.7
40 0.635 12.7 4.0
180 0.206 6.0 2.0
180 0.16 3.6 1.2
40 0.932 27.3 10.4
CONPI GORATIONL
A E
7.4 3.9
9.7 5.0
4.2 2.1
2.5 1.2
20.4 10.9
INNER LINER
ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
7 Cooling
B Primary
9 Cooling
1O Cooling
II Dilution
12 Dildtion
13 Cooling
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
40
120
120
40
120
DIAMETER
_m
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
0.16
TOTAL
AREA, om2
6.7
12.7
4.0
2.4
27.3
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CO_F IGURATION
A B C
4.5 .2.6 2.5
9.3 5.4 5.2
2.75 1.6 1.5
1.7 l.O 0.9
20.3 12.2 11.8
1.7 1.0 1.0
3551852-I swirlers closed, 13.3 cm 2, 7.4% airflow, sirblast nozzles 11.6 cm 2, 6.9%
airflbw.
3551852-1 swillers 45 ° open, 121.2 cm 2, 47.2% airflow, airblsst nozzles 11.6 cm 2,
4.5% airflow.
3551852-1 swlrlers 90 ° open, 129.7 cm 2, 49.25% airflow, alrblast nozzles 11.6 cm 2,
4.4% airflow. 6 4 3 2 I
13 12 10 9 8
Figure A-I. Combustor Orifice _attern, Concept 2, Rig Tests i, 2, 3, and 4.
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OUTZR LIN_R
ROW "/(PE OF
I_MS_R ORIFICE
l Coullng
2 Primary
3 Cooling
4 Co_ling
5 Dilution
6 Dilution
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
180
4O
180
180
t0
DIAMETER
Cm
0.26?
0.635
0,206
0.16
0.932
GEOM_TRI_
AREA, C_ _
6.7
12.7
6.0
3.6
27.3
AIRFLOW, PERCENT
OF INLET
CC_FIGURATION
A
7.6
10.0
4.35
2.6
20.9
INNER LINER
AIRFLOW, PERCENT
OF INLET
TYPE OF _JMSER OY DIAMETER GEO{4_ERI_ CONFIGURATION
ORIFICE ORIFICES Cm AREA, cm _ A
ROW
NUMBER
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
Cooling
Primary
Cool_n9
Cooling
Dilution
Dilution
Cooling
120
40
120
120
40
120
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
0,16
L i
6.7
4.0
2.4
27.3
2.4
3551832-I swirlers closed, 13.30m 2, 7.6_ airflow, ai_blaet nozzle 7.3 cm 2 (inner
ewirler blocked) 4.4% airflow.
4
4.6
9.5
2.8
1.7
20.9
1.7
Figure A-2. Combuntor OriEice Pattern, Concept 2, Rig Teut No. 5.
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OUTER LINER
AII_'.I, OW_ FERC|P._IT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
TYPE OF NUMBER OF DIAMETER, GEOMETRIC AREA, A
ORIFICE ORIFICES om cm 2
! ROW
i I
r 2
Is
4
L 6
h
coolln_
P_imary
Coolln9
Coolinq
Dilution
Dilution
180
40
180
180
40
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
6.?
12,7
6,0
3.6
27,3
8.0
I0.45
4.6
2,7
22.0
I11N33 LIRER
ROW
NUMBER
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
TYPE OF
ORIFICE
Coolln9
Pclmary
Cooling
Cooling
D_lutlon
DiluCion
Cc_lin9
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
40
120
120
40
120
DIAI4ETER,
om
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
0.16
GEOMETRIC AREA,
cm2
6.'/
12.7
4.0
2.4
27.3
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A
4,8
i0.0
3.0
1.8
21.8
l,S
3551852-i swlrlers oloee_ 13.3om 2, 7.9% airflow, a1_blast nozzles completely blocked,
Figure A-3. Combustor Orlfte_ _e_tern, Concep_ 2, Riq Test _o. 6.
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OUTER LINER
ROw TYPE OF NUMBER OF
NUMBER ORIFICE ORIFICE
I Cooling 180
2 Primary 40
3 Cooling 180
4 Cooling 100
5 Dilution
6 Dilution 40
DIAMRTER,
om
0.267
0,635
0.206
0.16
0.932
GEOMETRIC AREA,
om2
6.7
12.7
6.0
3.6
27.3
AIR_LOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A B C D E
8.1 5,1 4.3 4.1 4.1
10.6 6.6 5.5 5.2 5.%
4.7 2.8 2.3 2.2 2.2
2.8 1,65 1.3 1.3 1,3
22.4 13.9. 11.8 11.3 11.3
INNER LINER
ROW TYPE OF NUMBER OF
NUMBER ORIFICE ORIFICE
7 Cooling 120
8 Primary 40
9 Cooling 120
i0 Cooling 120
ii Dilution
12 Dilution 40
13 Cooling 120
DIAMETER,
om
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
0.16
GEOMETRIC AREA,
om2
6.7
12.7
4.0
2.'4
27.3
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A
4.9
10.1
3.0
1.5
22.2
1.5
B C D E
3.25 2.5 2.7 2.7
6.7 5.8 5.6 5.6
2.0 1.7 1.6 1,6
1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0
15.0 13.0 12.5 12.5
1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0
A 3551852-1 swirlerz closed, no airflow, airblast nozzle, 9.8 om 2, 6.3% airflow
B 3551852-1 225 open, 76.3 om 2 34.5% airflow, airblaet nozzle, 9.5 om 2, 4.5% airflow
C 3551852-1 456 open, 107.9 om 2, 44.1% airflow, alrblast nozzle, 9.8 Cm 2, 4.1% airflow
D 3551852-1 67.5 open, Iii.i cm 2, 46.2% airflow, alrblast nozzle, 9.0 om 2, 3.9% airflow
E 90' open, 116.4 om 2, 46.3% airflow, alrblast nozzle, 9.8 om 2, 3.9% airflow
Figure A-4. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Rig Test No. ? and Engine Test NO. 1.
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OUTER LINER
ROW
NUMBER
TYPE OF
ORIFICE
Coollng
Primary
Cooling
Coollng
Dilution
Dilution
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
180
40
100
100
40
DIAMETER,
cm
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.932
GSmi_RI_AR_,
6.?
12.7
6.0
3.6
27.3
AIRFLOW, PERCEST OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A B C D
?.5 4.3 4.0 3.8
9.8 5.5 5.2 4.6
4.3 2.3 2.2 2.0
2.6 1.35 1.3 1.2
20.6 _i,8 11.2 10.5
INNER LINER
TYPE OF NUMBER OF DIAMETER, GEOMETRIC AREA,
ORIFICE ORIFICES cm cm 2
ROW
NUMBER
7 Cooling 120 0.267
0 Primary 40 0.635
9 Cooling 120 0.206
10 Cooling 120 0.16
11 Dilution ....
12 Dilution 40 0.932
13 Cooling 120 0.16
A 3551852-1 zwlrlers closed 13.3 cm 2, 7.5%
6.7
12.7
4.0
2.4
27.3
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
4.5
9.4
2.8
1.7
20.6
1,7
CONFIGURATION
A _ C
2.6 2.7
5.8 5.6
1.7 1.6
1.0 1.0
13.1 12.5
l.l 1.0
airflow, airblast nozzles, 9.6 cm
D
2.6
5.3
1,5
0.9
11.9
1.0
2 5.9t alrflow
B 3551652-1 30" open, 109.4 cm 2 43.5% airflow, eirblast nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 4.0% airflow
C 3551852-1 60 e open, 119.2 cm 2 46.7% airflow, airblast nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 3.9% airflow
D 3551852-1 90 ° open, 129.7 cm 2 49.5t airflow, airblast nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 3,8% airflow
4 3 2 I
I
13 12 10 II |
Figure A-5. CombuztoK Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Rig Test No. 5 and Engine Tests 2 & 3.
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I
r
ROw TYPE OF _UMBER OF DIAMETER, GEOMETRI_ AREA,
NUKBER ORIFICE ORIFICES Om O_" A E
l c_ling leo 0.367 6.7 6.. 3.5
2 Primary 40 0.635 13.7 0,9 4.5
3 Coollng IS0 0.306 6.0 3.9 1.9
4 Cooling 100 0.16 3.6 2.3 1.1
5 Dilution 40 0.559 %.8 4.4 2.5
6 Dilution 40 0.932 37.3 18.8 9.7
AII_LOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
ROW
NUMBER
7
8
g
I0
12
13
TYPE Of'
ORIFICE
Cooling
Fcimary
CoOling
Cooling
Dilution
Dilution
Cooling
INNER LINER
NUMBER OF DIAMETER,
ORIFICES Om
120 0.367
40 0.635
130 0.2O6
120 0.16
40 0.559
40 0.932
120 0,16
GBOMETRI_ AREA,
om
6°?
13.?
4.0
2.4
g,S
27.3
2,4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
._ B
4.0 2.4
8.5 4.9
3.5 1.4
1.5 0.9
4.4 2.7
18.7 Ii, l
1,5 0,g
K 3551052-I swlzlers closed i_.3 c_ 2 6.91 airflow, alrblast nozzles, 9,8 cm 2, 5.5% airflow
E 3551852-I swirlers 90" open 129.7 om 2, 47.61 alrflowalrblast nozzle_, 9.8 cm 2, 3.6% airflow
Figure A-6. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Conoept 2, Engine Test No. 4.
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ROW I TYPE OF
NUMBER I ORIFICE
- . Cooling
- . Primary
. Cooling
- , Cooling
: Dilution
. , Dilution
OUTER LIHER
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES Om
100 0,267
40 0.635
180 0.206
100 0.16
40 0,89
40 0.932
DIAMETER, GEOMETRIC AREA,
om2
6.7
12.7
6.0
3.6
24.8
27,3
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A i B C D
6.0 I 2.95 2.7 2.5
7.9 I 3.75 3.5 3.2
3,4 ] 1.55 1.4 1.3
2.0 I 0,9 0,8 0,7
10.4 I 5.3 S,0 4 1
15.9 [ ,7.9 7.45 I 7.6
INNER LINER
7
8
9
l(t
11
12
13
TYPE OF
ORIFICE
COOling
P_imary
Cooling
Cooling
Dilution
Dilution
Cooling
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
40
120
120
40
40
120
DIAMETER,
om
0.267
0.635
0.206
0.16
0.89
0.932
0.16
GEO_IETRIC AREA,
¢m2
6.7
12.7
4.0
2.4
24.8
27.3
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A B C D
3.4 2.0 1.9 1.75
7.3 4.1 3.9 3.7
2.2 1.2 I.i 1.0
1.3 0.7 0.7 0.6
10.2 5.9 5.6 5.0
16.2 9.4 8.9 8.7
1.35 0.8 0.75 0.7
A 3551852-2 zwirlers closed 13.3 Cm 2, 6.2% airflow, airblast nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 4.9% airflow
B 3551852-2 30" open, 146.6 om 2, 49.0% airflow, alrblast nozzles, 9.8 om2, 3.3% airflow
C 3551852-2 60 ° open, 160.4 om 2 51.9t airflow, alrblazt nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 3.2% airflow
D 3551852-2 90" open, 188.3 om 2, 54.0% airflow, airblast nozzles, 9.8 cm 2, 3.1% alrflow
4 3 2
I 1 I
13 10 9 $
Figure A-7. C_bustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Engine Test No, 5.
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ROW I TYPE C._
_JMEER I ORIFICE
Coo_in_
2 Primary
3 Cooling
4 coolln_
5 Dilution
6 Dilution
ROW I TYPE OF
_NBER l ORIFICE
l
 Icooli°,Primary
i Cooling
I0 I Cooling
.. . Dilution
_. _ Dilution
J
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
40
180
iS0
40
40
O0'I_R LINER
DIAMETER,
Om
0.267
0,635
0.206
0.16
1.3%
1.13
GE0/dETRIC AREA,
Cm2
6.7
12.7
6.0
3.6
60.9
40.I
AIP_LOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
A
3.2
6.3
2.7
1.6
20.I
' ii.8
INNER LINER
NUMBER OF
ORIPICSS
120
4u
120
120
40
40
120
DIAMETERs
cm
0.26?
0.635
0.206
0.16
1.13
1.39
0.16
GEOMETRIC AREA,
=m2
AIRFLOW, PE._ENT OF ZNLET
CONFIGURATION
A
6.7
12.7
4.0
2.4
40.I
60.9
2.4
2.5
5.5
1.6
1.0
12.4
19.6
1.0
A 3551852-2 swirlers closed, _3.3 cm 2, 7.g% airflow, airblast nozzles; 9.8 cm 2, 4.1t airflow
4 3 2 1
1 /r!
10 9 812
Figure A-B. Combustor Orifice Parts=n, Concept 2, Enplne Test No. 6.
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ou_'_R LINER
AII_LOW, PERCENT OF INLET
TYPE OF NUMBER OF DIAMETER, GEOI4ETRIC AREA, CONFIGURATION
ORIFICE ORIFICF, S Um Cm2 A
ROW
NUMEER
1 Cooling
2 Primary
3 Coolln9
4 Coollng
5 Dilution
6 Dilution
120
40
180
180
40
40
0.267
0.3175
0.206
0.16
0.85
1.13
6.7
3.2
6.0
3.6
22.75
40.i
4.7
2.35
4.15
2.5
i0.?
19.9
ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
? Cooling
8 P_imary
9 Cooling
i0 Cooling
11 Dilution
12 Dilution
13 Cooling
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
40
120
120
40
40
120
INNE; LINER
DIAMETER,
Cm
0.267
0.3175
0.206
0.16
0.81
1.13
0.16
GE_ETRIC AREA,
cm2
6.7
3.2
4.0
2.4
20.?
40.1
2.4
AIRFLOW. PERCENT OF INLET
C_NFIGURATION
A
4.2
2.2
2.6
1.6
9.9
19.5
1.6
A 3551852-2 swillers closed, 13.3 =m 2, 7.15t alrElow alrblast nozzles 9.8 cm 2, 5.5t airflow
t
I 1j $ |13
Figure _-9. Combustor O_ifice Pattern, Concept 2, Engine Test No. 7.
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ROW TYPE OF
_4EER ORIFICE
1 Cooling
2 Primary
3 Cooling
4 Cooling
5 Dilution
6 Dilution
OUTER LINER
_."MBZR OF
ORIFICE8
120
20
180
180
40
40
DIAMETER, GZOt4ETR_C AREA,
cm om 2
0,26? 6,?
0.3175 1,6
0.206 6.0
0,16 3.6
1,13 40.1
0.85 22.75
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
CONFIGURATION
4.8
1.2
4.3
2.6
20.4
II.0
E
1.9
0.5
1.6
0.9
0.5
4,0
INNER LINER
INLET
ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
? Coolln9
8 Primary
9 Coolln9
i0 CoDlin9
ii Dilution
12 Dil_tlon
13 C:oling
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
20
120
120
40
40
120
01AMETER,
cm
0,267
0.3175
0,206
0,16
0,81
1,13
0.16
GEOMETRIC ARE_,
om2
6.7
1.6
4.0
2.4
20,7
40.1
2.4
PERCENT OF
[ CONFIGURATION
_- A I B
4.4 2.1
i.I 0.5
2.7 1.2
1.6 0.7
I0.i 4.8
19.9 9.7
1.6 0.8
A 3551852-2 swirlere closed, 13.3 cm 2, ?.3% _Icflow, alrblset nozzle8 S.8 cm 2, 5.75t airflow
e 3551852-2 swillers open, 174.9 cm 2, 58.35t airflow, slrblast nozzle 9.8 ¢m 2, 3.3t airflow
Figure A-IO. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, EnQine Test No. 8.
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ROW
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
TYPE OF
ORIFICE
Cooling
Prims_y
Cooling
Cooling
Dilution
Dilution
O'JTZR LINER
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
90
90
180
40
40
DIAMETER,
cm
0.267
0.206
0.16
0.71
0.94
GEOMZTRIC AREA,
cm2
3.35
3.0
3.6
3.5.9
27 .'/5
AIRFLOW, PERCENt' OF IHLET
CONFIGURATION
A B i C D
4.0 1.7 1,6 1.5
2.3 1.0 0.9 0;0
2.8 1.15 1.1 1.0
12.45 5.5 5.15 4.8
I 22.8 _0.6 9.9 9.15
INNER LINER
ROW
NUHSER
?
8
9
10
II
12
13
TYPE OF
ORIFICE
COoling
Primary
COoling
Cooling
Dilution
Dilution
Cooling
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120
120
120
40
40
120
DIAMETER,
_m
0.267
0.206
0.16
0.01
1.13
0.16
GEOMETRIC _REA+
cm2
6,7
4.0
2.4
20.7
40.1
2.4
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF INLET
COHFZGURATION
A
2._
1.45
1.0
11.05
21.75
1.8
E C D
1.2 1,15 1,1
0.7 0.7 0.6
0.9 0.8 0.8
5.6 5.3 5.0
II.4 10.5 10.15
1.5 0.9 0.8
A 3551852-2 swlrlers closed 13,3 ¢m 2, ?,05t airflow, eirblaet nozzles 9.0 cm 2, 6.2% airflow
R 3551052-2 30 o open, 146.6 cm 2, 54.3% airflow, airblast nozzles 9.8 cm 2, 3.6% airflow
C 3551852-2 60" open, 160.4 cm 2 57% airflow, alrblest nozzles 9.8 cm 2, 3.5% airflow
D 3551852-2 90 ° open, 188.3 cm 2, 59.75% airflow, alrblaet nozzles 9.8 cm 2, 3.4_ airflow
4 3 I
Figure A-If. CombultOr Orifice Pattern, Concept 2, Engine Test No. 9.
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ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
1 Cooling
2 Primary
3 Cooling
4 Main Stage
5 Cooling
6 Coolin9
7 Dilution
S Dilution
OUTER LINER
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
80
IS0
40
300
180
40
79
DIAMETER
om
0.204
0.298
0.143
1.89
0.154
0.204
0.81
1.146
AIRFLOW, PERCENT OF
INLET CONFIGURATION
TOTAL TEST i TEST 2 TEST 3
AREA, cm2 A B C
5.91 3.0 3.2 2.9
5.60 3.0 3.3 3.0
2.91 1.45 1.6 1.4
52.2 24.2 24.3 23.0
5.56 2.4 2.6 2.3
5.91 2.5 2.4 2.1
41.3 19.6 17.5
81.4 24.8 -
ROW TYPE OF
NUMBER ORIFICE
ll Coolin9
12 Primary
13 Cooling
14 Cooling
15 Cooling
16 Dilution
17 Cooling
18 Dilution
Swirlers:
Pilot Fuel
INNER LINER
NUMBER OF
ORIFICES
120 0.248
40 0.351
120 0.174
300 0.156
120 0.235
80 0.709
120 0,204
60 0.879
20 Radi_l Inflow Part 3551448-5, Area
Airflow = 7.7%, Tost 3 Airflow • 7.15%
DIAMETER TOTAL
om AREA, ¢m 2
5.78
3.86
2.85
5.75
5.20
31.6
3.94
36.4
17.3 om 2 ,
AIr,FLOW, PERCENT OF
INLE_ CONFIGURATION
TEST i TEST 2 TEST 3
A E C
2.1 2.6 2.4
1.6 2.0 1.85
I.i 1.4 1.3
2.1 2.85 2.5
1.9 2.6 2.4
17.7 16.4
1.4 2.1 1.9
16.6
Test 1 airflow = 7.6%, Test 2
Nozzles= Tests 1 and 2 Alrblast Nozzles Area • 7.6 ¢m2, Test 1 Airflow • 3.03 ,
Test 2 Airflow = 3.1%, Test 3 Pressure Atomizer Area = 23.0 cm ,
Shroud Airflow = 10.3%
IL
Pi%ure A-12. Combustor Orifice Pattern, Concept 3, Tests 1, 2, and 3.
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